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Partition and the Irish Administration 
1920·22 

JOHN McCOLGAN 

Dr John McColgan, historian and archivist, has just completed 
a book on the Irish Administration in Transition due to be 
published nex t year. 

Administrative history seldom commands first attention 
when analysing revolutionary times. In Ireland we are all 
aware of the great political upheaval and constitutional 
changes which took place ·here in the years immediately 
following the first world war. But the nature and extent of 
the administrative activity which gave those constitutional 
changeS a practical application is seldom discussed. When the 
whole spectrum of government services existing at the time 
of the transfer of powers is regarded, it will be seen that the 
administrative implications of these changes were con
siderable . In Ronan Fanning's The Irish department Of 
finance' and Patrick Buckl'l?d's The factory of grievances 
we have vitally important b~ginnings in the writing of the 
administrative histories of the two Irish states, including 
insights into the early transition period. Th" present article 
will attempt to deepen these insights by a closer look at some 
of the people and policies connected with the Irish admini
stration, and also at the role of admi.nistrative apparatus in 
the execution of political policy in the y.ears 1920-22, when 
administrative powers were handed over to, the newly created 
states. 3 . 

, 
Historical background 
The historical background of this penod is welJ known and 
requires only brief synopsis here. Sin~e 1918 public qpinion 
in Ireland was largely sympathetic to the'sep1ratisf' 1\arty 
Sinn Fein (except, of course, in the north-east where Protest
ants remained Unionists and also many Catholics re'P-'.HfC!d 
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""' parliamentary nationalists). The 1916 rising had marked a 
. watershed in Irish political development and it was apparent 
"that for most nationalists anything less than a dominion 
(an.d for many, a republic) was unacceptable. British 
pollev, indecisive and full of half-measures but, on balance, 
militatlstic, continued to alienate the nationalist population, 
even to the point 6f tacit support for IRA guerillas. The saga 
of Dail Eireann's passive resistance and repression by Dublin , 
Cas de, the terror and counter-terror as Black and Tans and 
IRA committea their deeds and misdeeds, the long series of 
vain peace efforts - these need not here be discussed in 
detail. In parliament the Britisn came up with a legislative 
prescription for the Irish ailment: a new home rule measure, 
the Government of Ireland Act 1920, providing for separate 
parliaments in Dublin and Belfast. Few, however, regarded 
this as a final setdement with nationalist Ireland. The govern" 
ment's primary purpose seems rather to have been to remove 
Ulster from the Irish question before pursuing negotiations 
with Sinn Fein. Indeed, the conciliatory tone of the king's 
speech at the opening ceremonies of the Northern Ireland 
parliament in June 1921 gave British ministers their cue to 
offer Sinn Fein negotiations without pre-conditions. The 
meeting of the 'Southern Ireland parliament' on 28 June 
1921 was treated as farce by the press in Dublin, but much 
more significance was attached to the 'truce' agreed between 
the British army and the IRA on 11 July, enabling negotia
tions for a conference to take place. 

We need not discuss this conference which began on 11 
October 1921 and ended in the early hours of 6 December 
1921. We need only remind ourselves that the 'Treaty' -
giving Ireland dominion status and enabling Northern Ireland 
to remain a home rule state within the United Kingdom -
had important implications for the short and long term. In 
the short term the Treaty was more propitious for Britain 
than for Ireland. In Great Britain it was accepted by such an 
overwhelming majority of supporters of the main parties that 
the British could now regard their 'Irish question' as closed; in 
Ireland the Treaty was opposed by such a strong minority that 
a bitter civil war broke out in the summer of 1922 lasting ten. 
months and having repercussions for Irish politics that have 
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become insignificant only in the recent past. The Treaty's 
most positive result was that in the long term it proved to be 
the 'stepping stone' to fuller independence, as Michael Collins 
hap predicted; for it enabled successive Dublin governments to 
whittle away at the constitutional link with Britain until 
there was a republic in fact and in name. The long. term 
consequences ofthe 1920 Act and Treaty for Northern Ireland 
were less auspicious because together with the boundary agree-, 
ment of 1925, it consolidated both partition and the state of 
Northern Ireland, the latter with its social and economic 
infra-structure dominated by Protestants to the exclusion of 
Catholics from power, and culminating in the crisis of the last 
decade. 

But Jet us tum to the administrative history of those times 
and see what part the administration played in political 
developments and in the dyna'mics of transferring power. It is 
important to note that the process by which administrative 
powers were transferred to the Irish Free State provisional 
government in 1922 began with the reform in Dublin Castle 
back in May 1920. It will be worthwhile to deal in some 
length with this reform. 

Dublin Castle 1920 
The Irish administration iri the early twentieth century 
'consisted of forty or fiftY bureaucratic units described 
variously as 'departments', 'boards' and 'offices' and enjoying 
unequal degrees of autonomy.- Many were branches of 
departments in London but most of those with headquarters 
in Dublin were regarded as adjuncts of the 'Irish government' 
- the distinct executive which was the great anomaly of the 
Act of Union. The power of the Irish Government was legally 
vested in the 'lord lieutenant and gover~r general' (or 
'viceroy'), but in a practical sense power was held by the 
chief secretary who answered questions about Ireland in 
parliament. The central bureaucratic machinery p~ the Irish 
government was the chief secretary's office in Dub1in <,;astle. 

For some years the strain~ imp!,sed on this" machin~ by 
nationalist and loyalist agitation had' revealed its \Xeaknesses. 
By 1920 it had ground to a halt, paralysed by its o~n 
organisational deficiencies an.d unable to cope Wi th the 
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p.(>liti~al SUld military challenge of the Sinn Fein movement. 
. Sirwe his appointment in 1918, the viceroy, Lord French, 
··.had -p'ressed for, bureaucratic refonn in the Castle.' He was 
. s~ppor~ed in 1920 .by the new GOC General Sir Nevil 
M~~eady; appointed to Ireland after a dramatic upsurge in 
viole~e,from the start of the year.6 The British listened 
to Macr,\ady and sent the'head of the civil service, Sir Warren 
Fisher, and two. aS$is~ts to Dublin Castle to conduct an 
investigation--!hey were appalled by what they found : 

The Castle adplinistration does not administer. On the 
mechanical side it can never have been any good and is 
now quite obsolete; in the infinitely more important 
sphere (a) of infonning and advising the Irish government 
in relation to policy and (b) of practical capacity in the 
application of policy it simply has no existence.7 

Fisher's report to the chancelfor of the exchequer (Austen 
Chamberlain) was corroboratell by his assistants, A.W. Cope 
and B.G. Harwood, who noted that the inadequate size of 
staff during the period of political turbulence, and deficiencies 
in office procedure , had led to administrative chaos. Little 
could be done about the obsolescence of procedures during 
the crisis until certain individuals were removed from 
positions of power and staff was strengthened with officers 
of sufficient competence and numbers." But the Dublin 
Castle reform was not alone a matter of improving adminis
trative efficiency. Fisher believed there was a need for the 
Castle to take on a new political outlook, liberal and sympa
thetic to the aspirations of 'moderate' nationalists. He was 
as much disturbed about theunbcndingnarrowarch-conserva· 
tism pervading the Castle, as he was about its gross inefficiency. 
The Irish government struck him as: 

almost woodenly stupid and quite devoid of imagina. 
tion. It listens solely to the ascendancy party and 
(previous to General Macready's arrival) it never seemed 
to think of the utility of keeping in close touch with 
opinions of all kinds. The phrase 'Sinn Fein' is a shib· 
boleth with which everyone not a 'loyalist' is denounced, 
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and from listening to the people with influence you 
would certainly gather that Sinn Fein and outrage were 
synonymous .... In fact the ruling cast reminds one of 
some people in England - mainly to be found in clubs 
and among retired warriors and dowager ladies, who 
spend their time in denunciation of the working classes 
as 'socialists' without ever condescending (or indeed 
being able) to analyse what they mean. But here such a 
performance is academic; it has not led and is not 
likely to lead to the proscription of the Labour party 
or movement as illegal. But in Ireland the Sinn Fein 
party - representing the great majority of Irishmen -
had been proclaimed as an illegal organisation I 'Imagine 
the result on public opinion in Great Britain if a similar 
act by the executive towards a political party (or the 
women's suffrage movement)!9 

In the weeks that followed, heads rolled. Two key officials 
were at the centre of the administrative bottleneck. These 
were the assistant under.secretary, Sir John Taylor, and the 
principal clerk, W.P.J. Connolly. In their hands the investi
gators 'found an undue concentration of both important and 
unimportant work', their methods being 'such as to deprive' 
their immediate subordinates of any initiative or authority in 
handling matters for which they should be properly respon
sible'. Both had been government servants for about forty 
years. Connolly was 'hopelessly out of date and inefficient' 
and the investigators urged his retirement 'as a necessary 
preliminary to any successful reorganization of the depart
ment'. As for Taylor, the investigators believed it would be 
,\mfair to induce Sir John to remain 'if he is desirous of 
retiring, '!1ld even if he is disposed to rcmail1'it would, without 
any disparagement of his work as a' distinguished official, be 
in the public interest if a change were no\\( made'.lo Another 
key official to get the axe was the Treasury Rem~brancer, 
Maurice Headlam. As Treasury representative III Ireland 
Headlam worked closely with Taylor, apparently in'\. con
certed conspiracy to curtail all expenditure in Ireland Whic!,> 
did not deal with the apparatus of law and or.d"-,,. y:C;;. 
Duggan, an official working under Taylor in the flnanc< 
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. divis~o.l}, Jater rec.orded how the~e two worked 'hand in glove' 
in c'.>ntrolling the financial mechanics of the Irish government: 

'::-1 {oolishly thought that, when departments put forward 
'proposals for, new financial expenditure, it was part of 
my, d\lty to examine them on their merits, discuss them 
;"'itli' .tf>e promoting dep,\rtment and advise the Treasury 
on tJ:,1e ,views of the chief secretary. I was soon dis
illusioned-. The document was merely to be copied and 
sent on with a covering letter 'for consideration', or 
even (occasidnally) for 'favourable consideration', and 
nothing more, and that was what I was paid for doing. 
The Treasury nex t returned this letter to the Treasury 
Remembrancer at the Castle attaching any relevant files 
and the latter then settled ,directly with Taylor what was 
to be the fate of the ·proposal. As both were cheese
parers, and both were opposed to the policy of killing 
home rule by financial bri~es, there was little that got 
through the net. II 

The political, as well as the administrative, reasons for 
removing these men were in evidence. Taylor, described by 
another of his subordinates Ooseph Brennan) as 'bigoted and 
anti.Irish',12 was almost antediluvian in his conservatism and 
believe~ ~at the only way to deal with th.e rising tide of Irish 
nationalism was yet more repression. In April 1920 he was 
dealt such a blow when Lord French released the Mountjoy 
hunger-strikers, that he was compelled to take a holiday. He 
was still on leave when he learned of his retirement. 13 

Headlain held similar political views, admitting in his auto
biography to having lobbied the parliamentary oppon· 
ents of the government during the home rule crisis of 1912-
14 and at other critical stages of the government's Irish policy. 
He justifi~d his public expression of staunch unionist views 
by his' conviction that 'the ordinary civil service rules about 
taking part in politics did not apply in the Irish case, which 
was not politics but flagrant disloyalty to the crown whose 
servant I was'.!' One day in May 1920 Sir Warren Fisher and 
a colleague visited Headlam's office and 'talked generalities'. 
When Headlam tried to warn them of an official they were 

. - - - -
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about to see, suspected by Headlam of being a Sinn Fein 
informant, his guests 'looked down their noses, and one 
of them said I ought not to say such things'. Only afterwards 
did Headlam learn, indirectly as in the case of Taylor, that he 
had been relieved of his duties in Ireland. ls Sam Watt, 
another official, may likewise have been removed in the 
attempt to purge Dublin Castle of the repressive elements in 
civil administration. In June 1920 Watt, an Ulster Protestant, 
was transferred from Dublin Castle to the Admiralty,16 ap' 
propriately enough, for this was a department dominated for 
some time by Unionist politicians, Sir Edward Carson and 
Walter Long being its ministers from 1917 to 1921 and 
Sir James Craig its parliamentary under.secretary. In 1921 
Watt became permanent secretary in the Northern Ireland 
department of home affairs under the ultra·Unionist minister, 
R. Dawson Bates. 

The team of English civil servants who replaced these 
officials has been aptly described by one authority as a 'super 
bureaucracy' similar to administrative innovations in large 
London departments to cope with emergency situations 
arising from the world war.17 A dozen officials, some of 
them the most dynamic in the British civil service, descended 
on the Castle and proceeded to get the Irish administration's 
wheels creaking back into motion. They included A. W. Cope, 
replacing Taylor as assistant undersecretary and soon to make 
himself an indispensible link between British and Irish 
political leaders; A.P. Waterfield, who was made the admini· 
strator of 'Treasury (Ireland)', a full treasury division 
temporarily superseding the Treasury Remembrancer's office; 
and Sir John Anderson who was not only made 'co·under· 
secretary' Games MacMahon be'ing retained , because of his 
links with the Catholic hierarchy), but waS- also made a 
secretary to the Treasury.1& Ander~OJ;'s sweeping ~mergency 
powers over both the administrati~e apd financial dimensions 
of the executive were indicative of the emerging .natur~ of the 
change taking place. -', 

Although Anderson's team soon- succeeded in re.novatI'l{l 
office procedure, their hopes for bringing about a reversalin ,. 
the trend of deteriorating Anglo·Irish relations were soon , 
dashed by lack of support from their own government. The 
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. chief q( pqlic~, general Tudor, ,differed with Anderson in his 
\int<;rpretation of Irish conditions and was backed by a 
majority in the British cabinet who advocated coercion in 
rel.ponse to recent 'outrages'. Anderson and his colleagues 
implC\[ed tlie-q.hinet to take immediate conciliatory action in 
the fOlm ,of a more generous measure of self government 
than in th,e Government of Ireland Bill.l" Net enly was this 
refused and a new coercion act preceeded with, but the 
British were qpick te mellify the tnster Unienist leader, Sir 
J ames Craig, w'hp reacted seurly te the new face ef Dublin 
Castle. 20 In September they acceded te Craig's demands te 
appeint a civil authority fer the six ceunty area whe weuld 
erganise a special constabulary (to beceme the noterieus 
'tnster Specials') and ferm an embryenic bureaucracy fer the 
future state ef Nerthern Ireland.21 An assistant under
secretary was appeinted, neminally suberdinate te Andersen 
but in fact eperating with a free hand. Significantly the 
efficial, Sir Ernest Clark, majntained a general pelitical 
eutleek as censervative as A. W. Cope's was liberal, and he 
easily fell inte accerd with the mainstream ef Ulster Union
ism.22 As Benar Law remarked te Lleyd Geerge when 
advecating these measures, the gevernment ceuld not 'afferd 
te have everybedy in Ireland against US'.23 

Th~ _Gqvernme~t ef Ireland .(\ct and the establishment ef 
Northern Ireland 
Thus, by the autumn ef 1920 the extraerdinary bureaucratic 
machinery had been installed 'te administer en the ene hand 
British withdrawal frem the demestic affairs of Ireland, and 
en the ether the partition ef Ireland. The blueprint fer 
carrying eut this withdrawal and partitien was the Govern
ment ef Ireland Act 1920.24 

The 'partitien act' provided fer 'heme rule' legislatures in 
Dublin and Belfast and, as a gesture to the aspiration of Irish 
unity, a ceuncil of Ireland. The pewers of the twe parlia
ments were restricted threugh the exclusien ef 'excepted 
matters' and 'reserved services'. The matters 'excepted'seem 
te have been those regarded as vital te keeping Ireland an 
·integral part ef the United Kingdem from the standpeint ef 
severeignty, strategy, trade ap.d commerce: hence, matters 
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relating to the crown, peace or war, the defence forces, 
foreign affairs, dignities of title or honour, treason, citizen· 
ship, trade outside Ireland, submarine cables, wireless tele
graphy, aerial navigation, lighthouses, currency and trade· 
marks were all 'excepted' from the competence of home rule 
governments. Services were 'reserved' to the United Kingdom 
government for various reasons. The post office, public 
record office and registry of deeds were reserved because it 
was convenient to maintain their administrative unity; were it 
not for partition they would have been transferable, and the 
act specifically provided that they could be transferred to the 
Council of Ireland by identical acts of the Irish parliaments. 
The police and magistracy were reserved for three years in 
order to allow the two new governments time to establish 
their own respective forces. Inland revenue and customs 
and excise were reserved to preserve the financial unity of the 
United Kingdom. The act contemplated the transfer of 
customs and excise to Ireland at a date subsequent to 'Irish 
union' but no p'rovision was" made for the future transfer of 
income r;tX; quite possibly this was connected with Lloyd 
George's strategy of withholding fmancial autonomy as a 
counter for bargaining with the South. Finally, land 
purchase was regarded as an imperial liability and was 
reserved 'unless and until o~herwise provided by any act of 
the Parliament of the United Kingdom'. All other services 
were called 'Irish services' and were to be divided and trans· 
ferred to the two Irish governments - with three exceptions 
which were to be transferred to the Council of Ireland. 

The Council of Ireland deserves spe~ial mention. It was to 
consist of twenty representatives from ,~ach parliament and 
be responsible for private bill legislation, lip.d for a~minister. 
ing fisheries, railways and the di~eases of an~als acts for the 
whole country. The Tory minister, Walter Long, whose 
cabinet committee drafted the bill, naively ,hoped' (or cynically 
claimed) that the provisions enabling the parli~ents to 
transfer services to the co~ncil would'induce north an'~south 
to unite. zs But Ulster Unionist pressure precluded tli", biJl 
from vesting the council with a wide range of Irish, seIVic."s. 
In principle Lj:mg's committee agreed that the councih-;h.;tutl 
have no seNices at the start;6 but eventually anti.partition 
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/ ;otlthern Unionists in the House of Lords achieved the 
inclusion of amendments vesting the council with the three 
services' mentioned: The council became a complicating factor 
in north·south relations after the Treaty. 

The. process of the partition and transfer of the Irish 
serViceS'was to have begun in January 1921, when the chief 
secretary'llirected departments with transferable services to 
do three things. Firstly, tBey were to study and annotate all 
acts and statu't<;,s having a bearing on these services and to 
suggest ch,anges'that would have to be made by orders in 
council. (This was necessary to legalise the position of these 
services under new Irish governments.) Secondly, they were 
to separate accounts and records of departments with services 
to be transferred to Southern and Northern Ireland respective. 
ly. And thirdly, they were to separate provisional lists of civil 
service officers available for transfer to either Irish govern· 
ment. 17 

Departments, however, were slow to carry out these in
structions. The official transfer was to take place by order in 
council only after elections were held, parliaments assembled 
and governments established;28 and the political situation 
being what it was, an air of uncertainty prevailed about when 
all this would take place. Eventually it was decided that the 
home rule states would come into being with the appoint· 
ment of a new lord' lieutenant (the English Catholic, Lord 
Fitzalan) on 3 May 1921.29 Elections were held a few weeks 
later and the dates for the opening of parliamen ts were set 
for June and July. From the beginning the British anticipated 
Sinn Fein's landslide victory in the south, followed by a boy. 
cott of the Southern -Ireland parliament, and had included in 
the act a provision for 'crown colony government' in the 
absence Of a quorum in the initial sessions of either parlia. 
ment.3O The truce and the advent of negotiations delayed 
crown colony government, but the delay in the establishment 
of a government in Southern Ireland meant a delay in the 
transfer of services to Northern Ireland since the machinery 
to transfer required that both governments be in existence.31 

Two bodies, the. 'joint exchequer board' and the 'civil service 
committee', were to consist of representatives of the imperial 
government and of both Irish governments, the former to 
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settle inter-government questions of finance, the latter to 
determine the division of the civil service between north and 
sou th and to compensate those detrimen tally affected_ Much 
to the irritation of skeletal ministries in Belfast,32 the British 
decided that these tribunals could not come into existence 
without representatives of a Southern Ireland government, 
which itself was not yet in existence. 

This transpired to be an interesting example of how govern
ment services could be used as a lever in the engineering of 
political ends, for the British used the delay to facilitate their 
London negotiations with Sinn Fein. The British saw that a 
fully operative administration in Northern Ireland might be 
.viewed as a fait accompli and serve to work against them. 
They therefore refrained fro"" transferring services so as not 
to prejudice the success of the negotiations. This worked 
only too well, for Lloyd George was compelled to 'warn 
Michael Collins, who had sniffed at the northern government, 
that it 'would go ahead tomorrow' were it not for the con
ference}' The Irish negotiators seem to have been unaware 
of the significance of the withholding of northern services, 
for no sooner had they conceded the local autonomy of 
Northern Ireland34 (the question of its subordination to 
London or Dublin being postponed) than Lloyd George 
prepared to transfer to the north its government services. 
It came at a most propitious time for Lloyd George because 
transferring to the north its services helped him to ward off a 
Conservative proposal of no confidence.3' Also, the fact that 
the decision to transfer services to Northern Ireland was 
taken as early as 5 November 1921 is indicative of British 
confidence that they had already won t11-e most important 
step in solving the Ulster questi'on: partitiol!. There was still 
the question of whether Dublin 0, Westminsfu~ would be the 
overriding parliament: the British promised Sinn Fein that 
they would try and persuade the Unionists to stand,subordin
ate to the Free State rather than to th,e· United KingdQ"m and, 
indeed, Sir J ames Craig saw the transfer of seJ:Vic"",,,as a 
gesture in the attempt to so cajole him.36 " 

The important fact, however, was that partitiQ~ was 
achieved in the practical sense, first by the establishm~nt of 
the state, parliament and gqvernment of Northern Ireland, 
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,and then by vesting that government with administrative 
,p.owers. Not muc{l effort on the part of the British needed to 
b~put in~o the hopeless task of trying to convince the Union· 
is'ts'to remain subject to the Free State and at any rate, the 
Irish 'sQon allowed themselves to believe Lloyd George's 
intimatioq 'that a boundary commission (following an Ulster 
option to join or 'leave' the Free State) would transfer large 
portions of the north to the Free State, and render the north 
so uneconomichl that it would plead to come in. The transfer 
of services played'a!, important part in the Irish defeat on the 
Ulster question during the Treaty negotiations. 

The civil service 
Two orders in council were made on 9 November 1920, one 
transferring services to Northern Ireland on 'appointed days', 
the other empowering the lord lieutenant to appoint, on a 
temporary basis, the 'Southern Ireland government's' repre
sentatives on the joint exchequer board and the civil service 
committee.37 Although the first two appointed days were 
22 November and 1 December, the civil service committee 
did not meet until 8 December, two days after the Treaty 
was signed.38 Possibly, it was feared that constituting the 
committee prior to an agreement in London would prejudice 

ithe negotiations. As it was, the existence of the committee 
caused something of an uproar among Dublin civil servants 
who correctly or incorrectly believed that the Treaty had 
superseded the Government of Ireland Act and that the 
British should no longer have the power to transfer officials 
to Northern Ireland against their will. 39 This was, perhaps, 
a climax in a rather restive period of Irish civil service history 
since 1920. 

The civil service in this period anxiously faced political 
change on two fronts: 'reorganisation' which created the 
'administrative', 'executive' and 'clerical' classes from the 
general service grades then existing; and secondly the 
'allocation' of 'existing Irish officers' as between the new 
Dublin and Belfast governments. In regard to reorganisation, 
although the Government of Ireland Act40 and the Treaty41 
guaranteed that existing conditions of 'employment would 
be maintained (or else officers would be compensated), tight 
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Treasury spending policies placed constraints on the reorgani
sation schemes. The 'Whitley' reorganisation, then being 
introduced in the United Kingdom civil service as a whole," 
had to be put into operation in Ireland before the 'appoint.d 
day' for the transfer of services, because otherwise the Irish 
governments would not be committed. A.P. Waterfield in 
Treasury (Ireland) had to badger Whitehall to agree to allow 
Irish schemes to become operable in advance of schemes in 
Britain,43 but the Irish staff sides on the Whitley Councils 
suspected Waterfield of using the race against the appointed 
day 'as a convenient excuse to hustle the service into the 
acceptance of bad schemes'.44 However, most schemes in fact 
appear to have been implemen~ed in time without too great 
dissatisfaction on the part of the staff. 

In the matter of allocation between north and south, how-
' I ~ - • 

ever, there remained tension which had been building since 
the Government of Ireland Act was passed. In the early 
months of 192i rumours began circulating Dublin depart
ments that the bettcr posts in the new northern administration 
were being filled by English officials or by certain Dubli!! 
officials with influence in the north.45 One Dublin civil 
service journal, hearing the jangling df the wires that are 
being pulled', decried the 'half-furtive journeying to Belfast 
by more or less exalted civil servants'.46 Sir Ernest Clark, the 
assistant under-secretary in Belfast, indignantly denied these 
rumours, suggesting that they were 'probably one of the 
many things circulated to crab the start of administration 
here'. Moreover, Clark retorted, a rumour was current in 
Belfast 'namely that the various departments in Dublin are 
selecting their "duds" for submission to the civil sel'1(ice com
mittee as suitable for transfer,_47 Yet, in sp,ite of Clark's 
denial, the 'principal posts' of the n~w nor~ern 'lI\inistries set 
up in June 1921 were fiUed either by English expe~ officials 
attracted to Belfast on loan by 'special inducements,,48 -or by 
officials of Ulster Protestant stock from DublJn 3.\.ld'L0l!don 
departments attracted to Belfast by a career and advan~e
ment in the new northern state. The Irish officials ii;Jcluc:l~d 
Sam Watt from the chief secretary's office as permanent' 
secretary in home affairs49 , A.P. Magill, heretofore registrar 
of petty sessions clerks, as assistant secretary, niinistry of - " 
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finance, and W.D. Scott, prin~ipal in the Belfast branch of 
, the c~i'ef secretary's office, as assistant secretary, ministry of 

fin'!llce.'o But one Irish official not appointed was H.P. 
~dl~d, who went to Belfast seeking a position as organiser 
of ciXil 'service establishments. Boland, a Southern Irish 
Catholic, with considerable experience in the establishments 
branch ih the TreasurY, was highly recommended by his 
department;Jater'he 'enjoyed a distinguished career as head of 
establishments, in the Free State department of finance. 51 

But in 1921 he'was turned ,,-way by the northern government 
on what appears'- to have been sectarian grounds: 'The 
decision of the northern government', wrote Clark to a 
Treasury official, 'is " thank you very much, but no". I believe 
you know why.' Two weeks later Clark was still 'very hung 
up for someone who really understands establishment'.'2 

Thus, southern officials had grounds for their suspicions. 
In July 1921 a delegation of Dublin civil servants met with 
the northern minister of finance, Hugh Pollock, 'to seek an 
understanding on the policy of initial recruitment, prospects 
and conditions of service in the northern departments', in 
order that 'applications for voluntary transfer would be 
forthcoming in sufficient numbers'. They were patted on the 
head and sent home with an assurance 'that there was no 
intention on behalf of the northern government to interfere 
with the position or prospects of transferred civil servants, 
but that their whole object was to get an efficient service in 
working order as practically as possible'''' But the north was 
not particularly anxious to have their administration staffed 
by southerners: Sir James Craig proposed to the chief 
secretary that the civil service committee be dropped. Other
wise it could: 

... saddle on the north men who had no desire to come 
and whom the north were not particularly anxious to 
have. The feeling here is strong that as many places as 
possible should be found for the 1,600 odd applicants 
who have filled up forms for engagement in our local 
civil service." 

Indeed, as the appointed days approached, the Treasury 
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became aware that volunteers for Belfast were fe,,', Waterfield 
felt that it was 'practically certain that the balance will have 
to be made up by compulsory allocation',55 But this was not 
to be, With the signing of the Treaty agitation against com
pulsory transfer to Belfast spread throughout the ch'il sen'ice 
in Dublin, The civil service representati,'es on the committee 
withdrew from its proceedings, and the Irish Civil Sen'ice 
Alliance brought the committee to court on the grounds that 
the appointment of James l\lac;\lahon (co-undersecretary at 
the Castle) as the 'Southern Ireland government's' representa
tive was ultra vires; after all no 'gm'ernment of Southem 
Ireland' under the 1920 act existed!'6 The Clivil sen'ice case 
was rejected by the master of the rolls but ne,'ertheless 
MacMahon and Waterfield f,,'oured the policy of exhausting 
volunteers before resorting to compulsory allocation, 51 

Already, it seems, British administrators in Dublin, aware 
that the Treaty could be open to conflicting interpretations, 
displayed a sensitivity to the views of those who would form 
the new Free State provisional gm'ernment, When, on 1 i 
January the provisional gowrnment prohibited 'inter alia 
transferring civil servants without the express authority of 
that govenlment'/8 the committee decided to discontinue its 

\ meetings and 'to lay the question before ti,e head of the Irish 
committee of the British cab'inet', S9 The decision waS made 
over the ' strenuous objections of Sir Ernes! Clark, by now 
pefilanent secretary in the northern ministry of finance, who 
suspected that his fOfiler British colleagues in Dublin, in 
their anxiety to help stabilise the provisional gm'ernment, 
were not so 'really anxious for the Ulster government to 
succeed '. 60 

The provisional govemment, partition and ad~nistration 
The Treaty provided that Ireland would become a dominion 
styled the 'Irish Free Statc', In the time before the. constilll
tion of the Free State could be finalised the admini~n'a tion of 
the twenty-six counties ('Southern Irchnd') waS'to be~p)aeed 
in the hands of a provisional government, The membds of 
the provisional government were officially appointed oy-"the 
lord lieutenant, having been nominated by a meeting 6f'tlle 
members elected to sit in tile House of Commons of Southem 
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Ireland'.61.This meeting was held on 14 January, a week after 
'.Dail. f-ireann voted to accept the Treaty; it was constitution· 

liUy. a 'distinct .body from the Dail. The provisional govern· 
meot had.no constitutional basis as a 'government ', and, until 
the lri.sh Free State (Agreement) Act was passed on 31 March 
1922, its '-legal status was that of an informal viceregal com· 
mittee~ 61\ , Its temporary, transient character, even after 
31 March 1922, was' underscored by the fact that the order 
in council ot\.1 April transferred to it not administrative 
'setvices', as was,the case with the northern government, but 
the 'functions' of certain departments.63 Financial liability 
for Southern Ireland administration accrued to the Free State 
during the provisional government period, but only when the 
Irish Free State came into existence on 6 December 1922 
could responsibility for government services be regarded as 
having passed unconditionally .from the British to the Free 
State government. 6 4 The Treaty's articles relating to Northern 
Ireland were a disingenuous attempt to preserve the principle 
of Ireland's 'essential unity'. The area of the Irish Free State 
was regarded as the whole of Ireland, but the Treaty would 
not apply to Northern Ireland until one month after ratificat· 
.ion: Free State authority would then apply to the six 
counties unless the northern parliament elected to 'OJlt out'. 
'This was practically inevitable, but the Treaty's boundary 
commission would then be constituted to delimit the border. 
But regardless of whether or not the north opted out of the 
Free State, or whether or not the border was delimited, the 
northern parliament would continue to exist and be entitled 
to the administrative apparatus transferred to its government 
under the 1920 Act. 

The provisional government came into heing amidst deep 
divisions in the Sinn Fein movement over whether the Treaty 
should be accepted. Those divisions eventually led to civil 
war. Among the main objectives of the provisional govern· 
ment was, therefore, its own survival and it was essential for 
the new 'ministers' to assume the posture of a de facto 
government from the beginning and not just the informal 
committee that it was in the constitutional sense. On 16 
January 1922, the day it came into existence, it made a show 
of taking over the reins of government in a public ceremony 
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as British troops marched out of Dublin Castle. More signifi· 
cant in tenns of practical administration, it issued a public 
proclamation directing that: 

All law courts, corporations, councils, departments of 
state, boards, judges, civil servants, officers of the peace 
and all public servants and functionaries hitherto acting 
under the authority of the British government shall 
continue to carry out the functions unless and until 
otherwise ordered by us pending the constitution of the 
parliament and government of Saorstat na hEireann and 
without prejudice to the full and free exercise by that 
parliament and government when constituted of all and 
every its powers and authorities in regard to them or 
any of them. 

Moreover, the new ministers prohibited: 

The appointing or the altering of the status, rights per
quisites or stipend, or the transfer, dismissal of any 
officer, servant, employee or functionary of the state 
without the specific authority in that behalf of this pro
visional government or the minister thereof having 
authority from us in the particular case. 

And we do further prohibit the removal, tampering 
with or destruction of any records, documents, corre· 
spondence, accounts, books, writings, or papers of a 
public natur~ or relating to, or which came into existence 
for the purpose of any matter or thing connected with 
such government or administration or any branch 
thereof.·s 

Waterfield in Treasury (Ireland) was not inclined to believe 
that the new government 

. .. intend to apply the prohibition c::ont~irled-"in the 
proclamation as rigidly as might appear at first ' sight. 
Their main object is publicity. They want to ma~", a 
display of having taken. over control as completelx and 
effectively as possible as soon as they were institJled. 
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" 

Their second object is to prevent themselves from being 
<ompelled by an enemy Treasury to accept liability for 
salaries at rates which they had not approved and thirdly 

, they want to prevent the northern government from 
"{la\'ing the.pick.of the best men in the south before they 

get in.to the saddle and see that both sides have a fair dip 
into,," common pooJ. 66 

Howe,'er, the ,provisional government proved rather more 
aggressive in pnrsuing obstructive policies than Waterfield 
anticipated, for its main inspiration was the new ministers' 
aversion to becoming associated in the public mind with the 
Government of Ireland ['Partition 'J Act, It is true that the 
prO\"isional government soon sanctioned the release from 
Dublin departments of all those wishing to work in Belfast.67 

But most of these were already in ;-';orthern Ireland 'by hook 
or by crook', having contrived to fiII positions there 'on loan' 
as a result of quiet arrangemen(s with northern ministries,6' 
On the other hand the civil service committee and joint 
exchequer board would never meet again as far as the free 
State was concerned, and when the civil service committee 
resumed in London on 16 May 1922 , a group of Dublin civil 
servants claiming to speak for the staff side of the Irish 
\\'hitley council purported to 'revoke' the appointment of 
Sam ,Sloan, the representative of Northern Ireland officers 
- apparently with the provisional government's tacit 
approval.6' 

But this was only one aspect of an aggressive anti·northern 
policy in administration carried on by Michael Collins and 
certain of his coUeagues in the provisional government. From 
the beginning something like a cold war existed between the 
two Irish governments. The two Collins·Craig agreements in 
January and March 1922 failed to halt pogroms, assassinations 
and border incidents; and from April 1922 until civil war 
broke out between pro· and anti· Treaty factions in the south 
in June 1922, north·south relations grew steadily worse. In 
the administrative area the provisional government contem· 
plated obstructive tactics from a very early stage. At its 
meeting on 1 February 1922, Collins stated that local govern· 
ment councils not recognising the northern government were 
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'to be supported in every way. If the northern parliament 
refuses grants, the provisional government must provide the 
necessary funds .. .'. On the following day, considering 'the 
question of the Land Commission and the collection of 
annuities for the northern parliament " it was declared that 
'the Belfast parliament is to be hampered in e,'ery possible 
way'. At the same meeting P. J. Hogan, the ;\linister of Agri
culture, 'read a letter from fllr. Archdale of the Belfast 
Agriculture Department asking for an interdew to arrange 
certain matters in connection with the transfer of sen'ices. It 
was decided that no facilities for the Belfast departments 
should be given,.7o Later, when north-south relations reached 
their nadir in fllay 1922, CoIlins instlucted his colleagues no t 
only 'to watch carefully to prevent any extension' of the 
north's powers under the 1920 act but also to prepare 
schemes 'for non-recognition in e,'ery possible way with the 
northern parliament, and in addition a scheme towards 
making it impossible to carry on'.7l In education such a cam
paign was already under way: since February 1922 the 
provisional government had been secretly paying the salaries 
of northern CatllOlic teachers whose schools did not recogni1e 
the northern government's authority. At its peak one-third 
of all Catholic primary schools participated in the campaign, 
and after some hesitation all' Catholic secondary schools. Bv 
October 1922 the provisional 'govel'llment had expended 
£180,000 on teachers' salaries in the six-count\' area. 72 

In agriculture a similar campaign was und~rtakel1. 73 The 
Diseases of Animals Acts, relating to a major industry in the 
country, nortll and south, had hitherto been the responsibil
ity of the old Department of Agriculture and Technical 
Instruction, very few of whose central officials transferred 
to Northern Irehmd. Collins's Agriculture ~llnister. HOg~Ul . i4 

hoped to take full advantage "f this situatiOl;, and in ~lay 
1922 circulated a memor:mdun, 01 'possibilities of coopera
tion and non-cooperation' with thh northern goycpuuent. 
with a decided bias towards the latter, Through non-cooper3-
tion, he believed, that: \, 

much greater loss can be inflicted and greatl'r difficultil'S 
placed upon [tlle Northern Ireland] g,>\'crnmclll ,than 
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upon the government of the Irish Free State. The latter 
,have at their disposal a ~omplete organisation with a 

" . .trained staff in the veterinary branch of the depart
" ment, whereas in the six counties there is no such 
. 'O,rganization and it will be exceedingly difficult to estab

lish. one, especially if they are forbidden access to office 
reco'rds or if they ru:e unable to obtain the services of a 
membe" of the existing staff of the veterinary branch who 
would he'c:,pable of forming such an organisation.7s 

Hogan believed the Treaty legitimised this policy because the 
executive functions of the Council of Ireland (fisheries, rail
ways and Diseases of Animals Acts) in Southern Ireland had 
passed to the provisional government, while in Northern 
Ireland they had not passed to the Northern government. He 
argued that pending the establishment of the council the 
provisional government should act as agents of the British 
in the north_76 While he could not persuade the British of the 
wisdom of this course, he nevertheless succeeded in getting 
them directly involved in the administration of the Diseases, 
of Animals Acts so as to minimise de facto control by thei 
northern Ministry of Agriculture.77 

Hogan was also partially successful in an attempt. to con
trol veterinary staff in the north at local level. For several 
months 'a number' of the fourteen inspectors in the six 
counties were refusing to cash their pay cheques from the 
Belfast ~overnment and continued to accept salary' from 
Dublin. 7 Among these the key appointment was at Derry, 
the nQrth's second port, where not only did a Mr McCloskey 
grant export certificates on behalf of the provisional govern
ment, but he was staunchly supported by the local cattle 
dealers \yho would not recognise the northern government's 
appointee, a Mr Robinson. The northern government attempt
ed a clampdown but were beaten by a boycott of cattle 
dealers, a threat to Robinson's life and the English Ministry 
of Agriculture who announced that they would accept the 
certificates of either inspector (a policy announced apparent· 
Iy in consequence of receiving misinformation from the Irish 
Office in London).79 . 

During the summer of 1922, however, the provisional 
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government's attitude toward Northern Ireland underwent a 
change. By the end of July certain Free State leaders believed 
it was time to reassess policy towards 'north·east Ulster'. 
Heretofore the attitude of hostility and non-recognition had 
been influenced to some degree by pressure from the anti
Treaty factions. But now, having shut out the anti-Treaty 
party from government after the 16 June elections (in spite 
of the 'Collins-de Valera pact' for a pre-agreed cabinet), and 
having scored significant military advances against the 'irregu
lars' in the early weeks of the civil war, Northern Ireland 
figured less prominently in southern politics and the pro
visional government had a freer range in which to formulate 
northern policy. On 1 August, while Collins was preoccupied 
with the civil war, a five-member committee was appointed 
to consider the question. 8o The committee included Patrick 
Hogan, whose attitude toward the. north we have already 
examined, and Michael Hayes who, as D:iil Minister of Educa
tion, worked closely with the provisional government minister, 
Fionan Lynch, in the policy of paying Catholic teachers in 
the six counties. The committee also included Ernest Blythe, 
who, though a Gaelic enthusiast and activist in the forefront 
of the separatist movement since 1906, was also an Ulster 
Protestant and probably the only Free State leader 
who had a realistic insight tnto how the Ulster Protestant 
mind worked. 

Blythe produced a memorandum for the committee stress
ing the futility of both military operations and attempts at 
economic sanctions against the north, and insisting that 
'peaceful and orderly conditions' would first have to prevail 
before northern Protestants could. be pe~suaded to join with 
the Free State. But not only must 'all thought of force' be 
abandoned; as a corollary the Free State'must cease 'any 
relations with or any encouragement of any' ~ection in the 
north who refuse to acknowledge the right and' authority of 
the northern government'. He argued that immediate steps 
could be taken to 'prep~e the way for a sta.te 'of'!,e'eling 
which may lead now or in the long run to the U1il~ of 
Ireland', These included urging Catholic members of the 
northern parliament to take their seats, measUres to p{everit 
border incidents, urging Catholics to disarm under a guarantee 
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- -of protection from the British, and requesting prisoners in 
the nQrth 'to gh,e bail and to recognise the courts'. He was 
emp1tatic that the provisional government should stop the 
paim,nt of Catholic teachers in the six counties: 

" F,om the point of,view of finance, educational. efficiency 
ana- jlublic morality it is indefensible. In the case of the 
primary schQols, we should take the step of approaching 
Lord LO{ldonderry through a suitable intermediary and 
arranging 'that the teachers who remained with us shall 
not be penali.ed. 

The provisional go~ernment should also 'stop all relations 
with local bodies in the six counties and should try to arrange 
that those which have been suppressed should be restored on 
condition of recognising the northern government'. The pro
dsional government, Blythe realised, would be accused of 
abandoning the northern Catholics. Vet the answer to this 
,was, he stated, obvious: 

The beUigeren t policy has been shown to be useless for 
protecting the Catholics or stopping the pogroms. There 
is of course the risk that the peaceful policy will not 
succeed. But it has a chance where the other has no 
chance. The unity of Ireland is of sufficient importance 
·for us to take a chance in the hope of gaining it. The 
first move lies with us. There is no urgent desire for 
unity in the north-east and it would be stupid obstinacy 
for us to wait till the Belfast attitude improved.· ' 

On 22 August Michael Collins was shot dead in Cork. A 
few days later Sir James Craig wrote to E.M. Archdale, the 
northern agriculture minister, who had been complaining 
about the persistence of the McCloskey affair, and encouraged 
him with the information that among the British: 

there is a strong impression that Cosgrave and his entour
age are more reasonable to deal with than CoUins and 
that they have expressed the earnest desire to cooperate 
with us in the most friendly manner - I give this for 
what it is worth and trust it may prove accurate." 
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However, the Cosgrave regime in 1922 was neither hot nor 
cold as regards Northern Ireland: it followed neither the line 
of Collins in bringing pressure to bear on the northern 
government, nor the line of Blythe in extending the hand of 
friendship. Hogan continued for a time to pay McCloskey's 
salary in Derry and to press the British to divorce administra· 
tion of the Diseases of Animals Acts even more completely 
from the northern department. 83 In November the provisional 
government made a strong protest to the British when an 
'imperial secretary's office' was set up in Belfast;" this office 
represented imperial authority over the administration of 
reserved services in the north including Council of Ireland 
services, which in practice were carried on through northern 
government machinery.S< But once the Free State came into 
being at the end of the year, interest abated. Payment to 
McCloskey was quietly dropped and in January 1923 the 
Free State executive expressed little concern in a report that 
cattle drovers in Derry refused to recorise McCloskey's 
successor under the northern government.8 

Education authorities in the south could not work up the 
moral courage immediately to end payment to northern 
teachers. In early September Sir James Craig wrote hopefully· 
to his education minister, Lord Londonderry, that he had 
heard from the British that the new Dublin government 
(nominated by the provisional parliament on 9 September) 
had 'reversed the decision of [their 1 predecessors regarding 
the payment by Southern Ireland of the salaries of teachers 
in Roman Catholic schools in Northern Ireland'. Both he and 
Londonderry agreed that the northern government should 
now be willing to 'smooth over the matter', 'waive the need 
of apology' from the south, and enter into I)egotiation with 
the provisional government as to what theii'Own financial 
liability might be."' Yet the provisional goyerni'nent, having 
failed to get the northern Catholic clergy and t,,'tchers to 
approach the northern governmen t themselves, CQh}!nued 
payment to Catholic teachers under a temRorary 'se~ret 
service ' vote in the provisional parliament until' the end" ~f 
October.88 In the meantime, not hearing from the proyision31 
government, Craig's conciliatory mood wore thin and on 
6 October the northern cabinet took a decision to postpone 
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the question of teachers' fees to be paid to the south.BO 

. Months later, when financial matters were to the fore in 
'~glo-irish relations, Cosgrave began to think abou t trying 
to get. the money back. But he could not bring himself to 
initi~ the. prQceedings directly with the northern govern
ment. Po. B,itish official described the meeting in July 1923 at 
which C'osgrave broached the subject: 

Mr. Cosgrave was visibly suffering under a strong feeling 
that. the action of the south in the matter had been 
quite unjustified, and that they could not really put up 
a claim to the north for a refund of this money; and he 
did not actually ask Ormsby-Gore to put up a claim for 
him_ His position was, as it were, that it would be very 
jolly if the north were to offer of their own accord to 
refund the money so paid"o 

A meeting with Craig only senied to show that Cosgrave had 
missed his opportunity in September 1922'" 

Free State ambivalence regarding the north also extended 
to their former collaborators, the northern Catholic teachers. 
The question of payments to this group was now an acute 
embarrassmen t particularly felt by the Department of 
Education who bore the brunt of complaints by teachers who 
haa been left financially disaavantaged,,2 The department's 
secretary, b Dubhtaigh, favoured the payment of certain 
grants payable for the period under the provisional govern
ment, but ran up against the firm resistance of Joseph 
Brennan, the former finance official in Dublin Castle and 
now secretary of the Department of Finance. An austere 
legatee of the Treasury's retrenchment ethic, Brennan must 
have winced in May 1922 when he obeyed the ministerial 
order of Michael Collins to replenish funds for northern 
teachers' salaries from the new provisional government ex
chequer,,3 Now that the Free State had abrogated the policy 
(and now that Collins was dead), Brennan held that 'on the 
principle of clean cut, any obligations that the provisional 

. government may have had towards the schools should now be 
regarded as having been inherited by the northern government'. 
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At any rate, he told Cosgrave, the Department of Education 
had 'not shown that a refusal of payment on our part will be 
attended by any serious disadvantage to the Free State,."4 
Eventually, in December 1923 the executive council agreed 
to pay the northern intermediate school grants for 1922 but, 
as late as 1934, the teachers were approaching the Free State 
for recoupment of 4 per cent of their salary which the pro· 
visional government had deducted for pension and for which 
the northern government refused to give credit. 

Southern policy towards the north thus became neither 
fish nor fowl. While feeling vaguely guilty about abandoning 
Catholic teachers - some representations were made to the 
northern governmen t on their behalf - the northern minority 
were on the whole left to their own devices. And while the 
provisional government lost interest in the active obstruction 
policy, the legacy of nationalist opposition to the division.of 
Ireland continued to inhibit Cosgrave and his colleagues from 
pursuing a course that might smack of collaboration in 
Ireland's partition. Also, Cosgrave's primary consideration in 
determining any course of action was the protection of the 
status of the provisional government and Irish Free State, i.e. 
the sovereignty issue took precedence over Irish unity. An 
example of this attitude occurred in November 1922 when 
T. F. Molony, Lord Chief Justice of Southern Ireland under 
the 1920 Act, attempted to carry out his duty under the Act 
of transferring Land Registry documents to Belfast. At the 
instigation of Hugh Kennedy, the provisional government law 
adviser, Cosgrave blocked this action, accusing Molony, as a 
member of the judiciary, of improperly trying to effect 'an 
executive act' without consulting the prop~r minister. He also 
chastised him for 'trespassing on the dOll)ain of politics, for 
such an order has implications in relation to )he future deci· 
sion of the north eastern counties on the questi'on of remain· 
ing within the Free State .. .'. Only when the north 'opted 
out' in December did the Free State make an agr~ment to 
transfer the documents to Belfast - an-agree~ent mad" not 
with the northern authorities but with the British.95

, . '\ 

Kennedy, soon to become the Irish Free State's fu:st 
attorney general, was a northern Catholic by birth and ~e.ems 
to have harboured a resentment against the northern state 
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wliich even a gift of cold, clear, legalistic analytical ability 
~ould, not suppress. Persistently, he referred to Northern 
Ireland as 'the north-east' and in his department a 'north
eaSt' boundary bureau' was 'established, which over the next 
thre~'years (until the 1925 boundary agreement) collected 
data on Northern Ireland and the border, advised the govern
ment on the 'boundary commission question, and served as a 
propaganda ,organ: Although very highly respected by the 
British for his 'achievements in the establishment of the Free 
State government's legal machinery,96 his delays in transfer
ring various records to Northern Ireland made him notorious 
among Irish Office officials, one of whom remarked that 'as 
an obstructionist, [Kennedy] is unequalled'. In November 
1923 the imperial secretary at Belfast, S. G. Tallents, became 
sufficiently exasperated with Kennedy to write in the follow
ing droll vein: 

I lpve been told that nothing is wanting but Kennedy's 
sanction to the transfer, and 1 have been urged at different 
times (1) to await Kennedy's return from Geneva, (2) to 
await the result of Kennedy's bye-election. Before resign
ing myself to await Kennedy's death, I venture to ask you 
if you can do anything to get the matter dealt with. 97 

From the Irish Office, Mark Sturgis delighted in an even more 
irreverent reply that Kennedy 'just sits down on things like a 
great fat frog and doesn't get up again. But joking apart, the 
thing is disgraceful and 1 am writing a snorter today:" 

Kennedy must be regarded as one of those responsible for 
the condescending stance of the Dublin government toward 
Northern Ireland during the early years of the new states. In 
part this stance emanated from Kennedy's strict interpreta
tion of the Treaty in regard to the north's relation to the 
Free State, for he tended to emphasise the assumption in the 
Treaty that the Free State D:iil was a sovereign parliament, 
while Northern Ireland's parliament was by definition a sub
ordinate parliament. 99 Thus the superiority of the sovereign 
Irish Free State precluded negotiating directly with Northern 
Ireland on important matters. Negotiations relating to 
Northern Ireland should rather be held with the British, to 
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whose sovereign parliament the northern parliament was sub· 
ordinate. Constitutionally sound as such an assumption might 
be, it could do nothing to promote harmonious relations; 
indeed relations could only he aggravated by ridiculous situa· 
tions such as requests by Dublin departments for documents 
from Belfast having to circumnavigate an incredibly circuitous 
passage from the northern department to the northern 
cabinet secretary, to the imperial secretary, to the Home 
Office, to the Colonial Office, to the Free State governor 
general, to the Free State cabinet secretary, etc. IOO 

Before Kennedy is seen as the bogey·man, however, it 
must be said that although this interpretation of the Treaty 
had some impact, it was not necessarily policy. There was in 
fact no policy on the procedure of treating with the north. In 
late February 1923 Eoin MacNeill, the minister of education, 
pressed Cosgrave for a decision: 

There are other questions that require arrangements be· 
tween the two governments. Such arrangements can only 
be effected in one or other of two ways: 1st. Regarding 
the Belfast government as subordinate to the Britis~ 
government - to open discussion through the British 
government. 2nd. To have direct relations with the Belfast 
government. A third course is to drift on doing nothing 
and this promises no advantage. I therefore propose that 
the question of direct or indirect official relations with the 
Belfast government ... should be treated as a question of 
general policy requiring to be decided wi thout delay. 101 

Cosgrave said he favoured direct communication. 'Ol MacNeill, 
who wished to institute reciprocal arrange~ents with the 
north for teacher·training, thus wrote to Lord,.Londonderry 
but received a cold polite rebufL ,03 Wi~out arly statement 
of policy, arrangements seem to have reverted back, through 
the British route. Only after the boundary agree!ll,nl. of 
December 1925 did the respective cabinet secr.!'taries, C. H. 
Blackmore for the north and O'Hegarty for the FTe~ Stat~, 
open direct communications on certain matters such....ag.. 
government records, and in the process they made some 
attempt to create goodwill. 104 However, for the Iemaind~r 
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of' the"Cosgrave- period their cordial relationship remained an 
. .. b .... is.in a desert of mutual isolation. 

\ , 
'Conclusion 
This'article pl!s. attempted to demonstrate some of the ways 
in which~ administrative apparatus was used in pursuance of 
political 'objectives during the great constitutional changes in 
Ireland in th~ early 1920s. It skims the surface of the admini
strative history of the period, especially considering the mas
sive documenta'tion in the, public record offices in London 
and· Belfast and in' the basements of government buildings in 
Dublin.'os Yet, the -evidence here presented brings to light 
fresh historical patterns. It shows that British efforts to dis
engage from Ireland on their own terms were successful, in 
no small way on account of adroit manipulation of bureau
cratic machinery. The reform of Dublin Castle and the 
appointment there of a large team of dynamic officials, the 
establishment of an assistant under-secretary's office at 
Belfast, and the reorganisation of the Irish civil service by the 
Treasury ensured the success of a smooth transfer of powers 
to indigenous governments in Dublin and Belfast. The installa
tion at Dublin of politically liberal officials - seemingly 
pointless to themselves when their advice was initially ig
nored by a' hard-line cabinet - in the long run paid off, as 
the government eventually came round to the dominion view
point. For when agreement was reached on the Treaty in 
December 1921, there were on hand at the head of 'the 
government machinery which was to be transferred, officials 
with whom the provisional government could freely liaise, as 
they were untainted with the Unionist ascendancy viewpoint 
and background of their predecessors and were openly favour
able to the dominion settlement and representative demo
cracy in Ireland. 

In contrast, the installation at Belfast of the politically 
more conservative Sir Ernest Clark not only presaged parti
tion four months before the 1920 Act became law, but 
initiated it in a practical way by the establishment of a cen
tral administrative apparatus working in the interests of the 
prospective Northern Ireland government. The establishment 
of the northern parliament and government in June 1921 
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gave the British ' freedom to negotiate with Sinn Fein from a 
stronger position since a major plank in their programme had 
now been implemented. But in the delicate negotiations 
which followed in the second half of 1921 the British found 
that considerable care would have to be taken in determining 
the timing of the transfer of services to Northern Ireland. In 
the first instance services were withheld in order to give Sinn 
Fein the impression that the Ulster autonomy might be bar· 
gainable; in the second instance services were transferred in 
order to assure Unionists that Ulster's autonomy was not 
bargainable. 

Administrative structures also underlay British political 
policy in the establishment of the provisional government 
and the Irish Free State. The British regarded constitutional 
consistency as vital to the creation of the new dominion: the 
Free State must come into being on the authority of the im· 
perial parliament. Thus the provisional government was 
nominated not by the Dail but by the members of the 
Southern Ireland Parliament. The 'government of Ireland' reo 
mained vested in the lord lieutenant until the Free State 
came in to being as a result of imperial legislation on 6 Decem· 
ber 1922. The 'provisional government' was thus technically 
a transient executive committee in whom was temporarily 
vested the 'functions' of certain departments in so far as they 
related to 'Southern Ireland'. 

Northern Unionists also found that administration could 
be used for political ends. Since tI-!e first rep~rts of Walter 
Long's committee in 1919 proposing a new Government of 
Ireland bill, their goal had been the complete separation of 
administration with a view to achieving definitive. partition. 
In parliament they did much to reinforce paytition in the bill 
by ensuring nearly all Irish services would be\iivided. Their 
crusade extended to the reserved as well as the irish services, 
for in March 1921 Sir Ernest Clark advised hi" British col· 
leagues that the prospective ministers would seek- the.separ
ate administration in Belfast of customs, income 'tax an"a the 
post office. Clark told colleagues iIi London that they 'collid 
hardly appreciate how intense the feeling is on such subje<;ts 
here, and with what horror communications· with Dublin" on 
the subject of income tax wo'!-Id be regarded after-there!' js a _ 
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..goyernment here to manage its own affairs',l06 Later, at the 
~ig!tt of the provisional government's obstruction campaign, 
t,h,\ north. became fearful lest central administration of re
serve'!. services epd up' in the south's physical possession and 
in July 19/2 Clark and Pollock demanded the immediate 
establish'm.ent of separate administration in Belfast of all reo 
served serVices and excepted m,.tters. 101 Vet in this regard 
the Treaty it&,eif in effect would see their demands met: 
the existence 'o,f a dominion in the twenty·six counties 
(assuming the north opted out of the Free State) necessitated 
the administration of reserved services in the north from Bel· 
fast offices rather than from Dublin. 

A parallel development occurred in the construction of the 
Northern. Ireland civil services. From the beginning the 
northern ministries were sympathetic to recruits whose 
origins were. local and 'loyal', 9r who came on loan as expert 
techl)icians from London departments; and they looked with 
suspicion on the majority who, under the 1920 Act, might be 
compulsorily allocated from the south. Again the Treaty 
worked to their advantage, for the British acquiesced in th~ 
provisional government's prohibition of compulsory transfers 
to Belfast. Northern Ireland was therefore free to employ the 
vast majority of its civil service from local recruitment reo 
sources. Of approximately 700 officials in July 1922 only 
300 had been 'existing Irish Officers' in Dublin, all of them 
volunteers for the north. lO

• 

The provisional government's political exploitation of the 
administration might be assessed as having had at best mixed 
results. During the Treaty conferences, Sinn Fein negotiators 
had failed to appreciate the significance of the transfer of 
services to the north. Now, as head of the government in 
Dublin, Michael Collins came to believe that partition might 
be undermined by non-cooperation with northern ministries, 
by supporting elements within the six counties who refused 
to recognise the northern government and ~enerally by ob· 
structing the process of administrative division. From the 
beginning the campaign suffered from lack of comprehensive 
strategy or even of clear definition of objectives. Further, 
since November 1921 it had become part of the duties of 
Dublin ' departments under the British to cooperate with the 
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northern ministers in setting up their machinery by means of 
the loan of officials and the transfer of office records. To 
interfere with this process already begun in their departments 
ministers had to be particularly active; and only in education 
and agriculture was the obstruction policy very seriously 
pursued for a time. The collective mind of the provisional 
government was at any rate preoccupied mainly by the chief 
public issue in the south, viz. the development of the civil 
war arising from the Treaty controversy. The outbreak of 
civil war at the end of June tended to reduce the significance 
of the northern issue in southern politics and soon the pro
visional government entertained the idea of discontinuing its 
anti-northern policies. 

This particular moment, August-September 1922, was 
probably the most propitious for bringing about any effec
tive north-south rapport. Until then, southern Irish obstruc
tion of northern administration, designed to undermine parti
tion, was matched by northern Irish efforts to consolidate 
partition. Against all this hostility on the part of both Irish 
governments, events in August-September, as we have seen, 
were in marked contrast. Was there a possibility of a co
operative relationship between north and south? Within each 
government there occurred an expression of willingness to re
assess attitudes and policies toward the other; and each was 
aware that the other was in a more concilhtory frame of 
mind. However, the ini~iative lay with the provisional govern
ment and they failed to take it. Ernest Blythe proved to be 
the only southern minister favouring positive steps to end 
north-south alienation. Free State policy was no longer self
consciously obstructionist, but neither did it conduce tq the 
creation of closer ties. Rather, the Free State was inclined to 
ignore northern problems except \where the mster question 
affected the constitutional question; ant;! th.is lea -to conflicts 
between the 1920 act and the Treaty and a hardening of 
north-south estrangement. Was an opportunity l,?st in'J\ugust
September 1922 for a new beginning·in .4nion,ist-nation,a1ist 
relations which might have altered ~ at least to some degree 
- the legacy of non-cooperation and mutual suspicion -In:
land had suffered ever since? 

Thus, as far as its northern policy was concerned, early 
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Free ' State political manoeuvres through the administration 
, we~e, badly bUilgled. Yet, the administrative history involved 

\ With the political changes of 1920-22 cannot be written off 
s'iqlply'as a matter of ·British guile, northern intransigence 
anci-<Free State bungling. For the victory of the Free State 
was itf'survival and stability; and these depended in large 
degree t.n s'ound administrative foundations. But we will only 
hear the definitive story of how these foundations were built 
after the politicians and administrators of more than half a 
cen tur}' later display the confidence to recognise the docu
mentation of the story as the archives of the nation. '09 
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of any action which might appear 
to be based on the assumption 
that the six counties att already 
permanently severed from the 
test of Ireland'. ('irish Office ob
servations on the above pro
posals', memorandum by G. G. 
Whi.kard, 25 July 1922, PRO CO 
7~9/1'/35785). 

l08.lTC 12th conclusions, 27 July 
1922, PRO CO 739/13/35785. 
Abo, sce civil service committee 
minutes, 8 December-I7 January 
1922, PRONI, FIN 30. 

109. See note 105 above. 
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Recent Developments in Transport 
Policy 

'P. A. HALL 
" 

P. A:'1JalJ is Head of Research and Planning at the Institute 
of Publi, ' Administration. He has carried out research in 
traffic and road safety. 

Introduction 
On a previous occasion I discussed national transport policy 
by examining a number of separate and complementary 
investment proposals for transport.! Since then a number of 
initiatives have been taken and developments have occurred 
which indicate that the importance of the transport sector is 
finally being realised and that we can now expect attention 
to be given to the very many urgent transport problems. 

However, not all the developments during the past eighteen 
months have been commendable. The recent decision of the 
Dublin City Council to oppose the construction of the eastern 
bypass of the city is bad not only for the development of 
Dublin but for national development as well. The port of 
Dublin is by far the most important in the state and it urgent· 
ly requires effective easy access by road to the north, west 
and south, during normal working hours. The eastern bypass 
would have made a significant contribution to relieving 
congestion not only on streets in the vicinity of the port but 
on other city streets as well. The report of the Transport 
Consultative Commission points out the consequences of not 
carrying out such infrastructural improvements in the imme
dia te future: 

1. 'Issues in National Transport Policy', paper read to the Statistical and Social 
Inquiry Society of Ireland, 7 December 1978. The Investment proposals were 
contained in: An Fons Forbartha, A Road Needs Study (1974); L. St.J. Devlin, 
CIE - The Way Ahead (1977); An Fons Forbartha, Transportation in Dublin 
(1972); Dublin Rail Rapid Transit Study prepared for eIE (1975); Cork Land 
Use/Transportation Plan commissioned by South·Weat Regional Development 
Organisation, (1978). 

184 
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The effect on streets adjacent to the Port (such as Eden 
Quay) and on several intersections, which are already at 
their capacity limit for periods almost every day, would 
be the generation of longer traffic queues for more 
extended periods of the day. In the absence of improved 
access, the inevitable consequences would be an inability 
to maintain for any length of time the expansion forecast 
for the port. This would of course have severe repercus· 
sions on the industrial and commercial life of the Eastern 
Region and would seriously inhibit IDA plans to redress 
the employment situation in the Dublin area.2 

The decision not to build the eastern bypass of the city is 
undoubtedly a dark cloud on the horizon and one which will 
have far reaching consequences for future generations. 

Fortunately, most of the other recent developments in 
relation to transport policy are likely to have a beneficial 
effect. In this article I review two of these which will have a 
significant effect on the future development of transport 
facilities and services. These are: (1) The report of the Trans· 
port Consultative Commission on Passenger Transport Services 
in the Dublin Area and (2) National Economic and Social 
Council Report No 48 on Transport Policy. 

Both these reports were published in March 1980. They 
are exceedingly important and valuable documents in that 
they deal directly and compreJiensively with the real issues in 
transport policy. They tackle and propose solutions to trans· 
port problems in the Dublin area in a remarkably consistent 
manner. Furthermore, the speed with which the government 
acted on the main recommendations of the Commission's 
report is to be commended. No doubt the authors of both 
reports were very glad to be able to draw upo~ the excellent 
transport studies already completed over the lasNen years. In 
this regard An Foras Forbartha and CIE are to be compli. 
mented for the very worthwhile initiatives which tnh.y took. 
The general lesson to be learned from this ·is that usefll~ and 
relevant research is never a waste of time, and where a worth
while research programme is underway the results 'will be, 

2. Report of the Transport Consultative Commission 1980, Government \ 
Stationery Office, Appendix S. 
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irlvaluable as an input to policy formulation. This is a lesson 
\which Gould wel~ be applied with profit to other sectors of 

fll.eJrish ,economy, and administration. 

" UrbaI\, roads 
The NBS~,eport is based on a study prepared for the council 
by Professor Foster and,his associates. Professor Foster was 
asked to identify the principles which should underline a 
national (inland) transport policy in Ireland having examined 
the relevant studies which have been made on various aspects 
of transport policy and transport activities in Ireland. The 
clearest evidence of the weakness in national transport policy 
is of course, to be found in Dublin where traffic congestion is 
steadily approaching a crisis. This is reflected in an emphasis 
on Dublin's problems in the NESC report. The remit of the 
Transport Consultative Commission (established 1978) covers 
the investigation of and reporting on the measures 'necessary 
to achieve the most efficient an~ economic transport system 
for goods and passengers having regard to the need to main
tain a flexible competitive transport system - thereby ensur
ing the facilities necessary for industrial development through 
the country as a whole'. In recognition of the problems 
besetting Dublin the Minister for Transport and Tourism asked 
the commission to give priority to 'urban passenger services'. 
Hence the first report of the commission is on 'Passenger 
Transport Services in the Dublin area'. In this review I follow 
this emphasis, and consider both reports in the context of 
Dublin's traffic problems. 

The strategies which have been adopted and the solutions 
proposed are carefully considered and special attention is 
paid to the likely availability of public funds. The provision 
of transport facilities and services in Ireland absorbs a large 
volume of resources, provided by both the public and private 
sectors. Naturally, the supply of capital is never sufficient to 
meet all the competing demands and governments are forced 
to make trade-offs between the options open to them and 
must carefully direct and control the limited capital available 
for tackling the wide range of services and activities that they 
wish to provide. 

The first major attempt at planning for Dublin's traffic 
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need was the Dublin Transportation Study 1970/71. This was 
a co-ordinated transport and planning exercise undertaken 
jointly by Dublin Corporation, Dublin County Council, Dun 
Laoghaire Borough Corporation, Wicklow County Council, 
Bray Urban District Council, CIE, the Department of Local 
Government and An Foras Forbartha_ The study team was 
assembled with great care and skill by Peter O'Keeffe of An 
Foras Forbartha and the outcome was an excellent piece of 
work; many of the findings, in fact, are still relevant today_ 
Unfortunately, for various reasons and I suspect mainly 
because of cost, there has been far less progress than was 
anticipated towards the implementation of the recommenda
tions. The development of a motorway system approximately 
seventy miles long was recommended for the Dublin region; 
it was designed to ensure that through-traffic could bypass 
the city centre and that heavy vehicles could be siphoned off 
city streets by providing new access to the port and industrial 
areas. A Road Development Plan for the 1980s, published by 
the Minister for the Environment in May 1979, outlined a 
programme of major improvements and included the major 
road works in the Dublin region recommended by the City 
and County Managers. It was a pity that the Commission was 
not asked to evaluate the road investment plans for the 
Dublin region contained therein since road investment plans 
are in direct competition with many other transport proposals 
for available resources. It is not enough to state that the road 
network is inadequate for existing traffic needs, that through
traffic should be directed away from the city centre and that 
adequate access to port and industrial areas should be provided_ 
The real issue is what level of .infrastructural investment is 
needed and which of the other ' transport options does this 
preclude. These are issues, however, which t~e new Dublin 
Transportation Authority will have to addres~ at an early 
stage_ 

Urban public transport ~ 
In my paper to the Statistical and Social Enquiry . ~ociet)(, I 
observed that urban public transport is the key to reasonai?l~ 
cost city-centre travel. The cost of pr.oviding unrestricted,car . 
access to city centres has long been regarded as prohibitive hy 
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even the richest countries. The issue, therefore, is the kind of 
'{)Ublic·transport required. In Dublin the particular problem· is 
",hethe'r or not a'rail rapid transit system is the best solution, 
The,. Commission, I am glad to note dealt with this issue 
directly and competently. The main points which emerged 
from th", ·Commission's review of the proposal for the rail 
rapid tran'sit system are worth summarising. 

If the availability of financial resources is left out of 
account, ClE"', proposals for a rail transit system are pre
ferred. However, the Commission points out that cost benefit 
analyses cannot be the sale basis on which to recommend 
projects to the government. It does not accept ClE's view 
that what is needed is a simple assessment of which is the 
best scheme regardless' of budget constraints and that, 
provided the preferred strategy is capable of being speeded 
up or slowed down to accord with available finance at the 
time, there is no reason to reject a strategy simply because 
there are cheaper alternatives. tt is necessary to demonstrate 
that the proposed expenditure of public funds is essential or 
at least highly desirable and the Commission is not satisfied 
that CIE has demonstrated this. The Commission believes 
that the capital costs involved in rapid transit are substantial, 
Some of the submissions they received argue that the actual 
costs of a rapid transit system would greatly exceed the 
estimated costs . The second stage in the CIE Plan, the rail 
link from Tallaght to Fairview (including an underground 
section from Heuston Station to Tara Station) would cost 
some £100 million in 1979 prices. This amount could be an 
underestimate. The detailed geological survey yet to be done 
could reveal tunnelling conditions which would lead to 
significant increases in tunnelling costs. The Commission even 
doubts that a rail link from Tallaght to Heuston Station, 
which would cost some £25 million in 1979 prices, is a worth
while proposition. 

The Commission is of the opinion that investment in new 
buses and in bus priority measures should take precedence:In 
other words it opts for a bus solution to Dublin's public 
transport problems. Almost a decade ago the Dublin Trans
portation Study Team proposed the same solution by placing 
considerable emphasis on the promotion of exclusive busways 
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and bus lanes, and not on a rail rapid transit solution to 
public transport problems. Regarding links to the new towns, 
the Commission felt the transportation needs of the Tallaght 
area should receive priority: the possibility of serving Tallaght 
by a busway should be urgently considered. As to other rapid 
transit links, it would have to be clearly established that a 
combination of bus priority measures and more extensive 
diesel services should be rejected on operational grounds 
before preference for a more costly rapid transit system 
would be justified. 

Traffic management and enforcement 
Because adequate ring roads do not exist in Dublin at present 
- the Commission's report points out that the Grand Canal 
and North Circular Road routes are fully loaded during most 
of the working day - and because of the urgent need to solve 
the resultant traffic congestion with its consequent economic 
cost, the Commission decided to concentrate on a traffic 
management strategy aimed at reducing congestion during 
the morning and evening peaks. The basic approach suggested 
is to reduce the use of private vehicles and increase bus travel 
by radically improving the bus service. The successful imple
mentation of the strategy is dependent upon the willingness 
of Dubliners to accept a certain amount of give and take. It 
also requires careful planning: if restrictions precede the radi
cally improved bus service by any significant length of time 
then the likelihood of the package being accepted will be 
reduced considerably. The traffic management measures 
proposed are similar to those recommended in the Dublin 
Transportation Study some ten years ago. The Commission 
employed consultants to determine where the need for bus 
priority measures is greatest and urged the d~elopment of 
these measures on the major radial routes and WIthin the city 
centre at the earliest possible date. 

The main thrust of parking policy is to reduce thl!'number 
of all-day parkers in the "city centre and -to increas~ the 
numbers of spaces for short-term parkers in order to prom'Qte 
the business, commercial and social life of the city. There-are 
four main elements in the parking policy: enforcelIlent, 
adequate pricing, additional spaces for short-term parkers and 
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:"- parking schemes for residents. Evaluation of a full ATC 

'. 

. ~ystem'(computerised control of signals) is recommended and 
m~the meantime, improvements in signposting and improved 
'Pro.cedures for repairs to traffic signals are suggested. 

In~,~setting but its views on enforcement the Commission 
distinguishes between preventing road traffic offences and 
penalising ,offenders. In doing so it has some strong criticisms 
to make of !he present levels of enforcement and the failure 
of the relevant authorities to recognise the contribution 
which illegal parking is making to traffic congestion and the 
damage that congestion is doing to the social and commercial 
life of the city. It is recommended that the staff of the Garda 
Central Traffic Department should no longer be burdened 
with the making of road traffic bye.laws and regulations but 
should concentrate on enforcement of, and the co-ordination 
of the enforcement of, road traffic regulations. A full·time 
warden service with an initial strength of 100 members should 
be established and the number of Garda motorcyclists in the 
Central Traffic Department should be increased. Turning 
'from prevention of offences to penalties for offences the 
report of the Commission recommends that on.the.spot 
penalties should be increased substantially and reviewed 
annually. In the event of non·payment of an on.the·spot 
penalty, a court appearance should follow within six weeks 
of the date of the offence and a penalty points system for 
traffic offences should be considered. 

Co·ordination 
The commission shows how inadequacies in the organisation 
of transportation contribute significantly to transportation 
problems. At central government level, the two bodies with a 
direct interest in transport are the Department of the Envirol)· 
ment and the Department of Transport. The Department of 
Finance has an indirect but important interest in transport 
while the Department of Justice has a lesser interest. The 
Department of the Environment is responsible for road 
maintenance and development (also of major interest to 
private transport) and the Department of Transport is respon· 
sible for public transport and the regulation of certain aspects 
of private transport. Below the level of government depart· 
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ments, the main bodies involved in transportation in Dublin 
are the local authorities, CIE and the Garda S{ochana. 

The Commission's review of Dublin transportation high. 
lights weaknesses in present methods of co·ordination with 
regard to physical planning and allocation of finance. There is 
no statutory input by CIE into the preparation of the trans
portation sections of local authorities' development plans, 
nor into the road planning which is generally based on those 
development plans. Similarly, the local authorities make no 
formal input into the public transport planning of ClEo At 
the level of government departments each department con
sults with the others on matters of mutual concern, but there 
is no forum, apart from the Cabinet itself, for co-ordination 
of policy. There is, for example, no transportation plan for the 
Dublin area and without such a plan, the various agencies are 
left without clear guidance on areas for co-ordination and 
hence the degree of co-ordination varies considerably depend
ing on the issues and agencies involved. There is intense 
competition for exchequer funds between public sector 
programmes and without a co-ordinated plan, separate trans
portation proposals are not compared with each other ndr 
evaluated against the same criteria. 

For these reasons there is a need for effective co-ordination 
and integration of policy rel~ting to roads and private and 
public transport. In the Commission's view, if transportation 
plans are to be effective, they m1,lst be co-ordinated and 
comprehensive in their coverage at each of three levels -long
term physical planning, allocation of finance, and short-term 
operational or traffic management planning. Furthermore, 
the organisational structure must be such' -llS to ensure the 
implementation of agreed plans. The best pos~ble advice can 
only be given to the government if ~here is a umfied approach 
to transport with one body inputting to ,it at a hig\level and 
capable of providing advice in a neutral manner, ~upported 
by high quality research and expertise and with the ~titu
tiona! means of resolving the complex issues involved. The 
following reasons are given in support of this claim. 

First, any attempt to plan 'transport development must -do . 
so by taking into account the often competing demands of 
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private as 'well as public transport. This means that all govern-
'. ment decisions to improve, develop and even maintain our 
tr~nsport system must consider aU the options available, and 
these options include improvements to the road system as 
well 'as improvements .to public transport. If this is not done 
then ecoJ1:oI1)ic efficiency witbin the transport sector will not 
be attain'eq. It could be argued with some justification that 
failure to treat public and private transport as a single entity 
would result i~~xcess demands being made on scarce resources 
which in turn would result in insufficient attention being given 
to transport problems and would contribute further to the 
current inadequacies of transport networks and services. 
Second, apart from economic efficiency, a comprehensive 
approach to transport wouJd also contribute to the promo
tion of efficiency in other ways. If, for example, public trans
port proposals have to be justified in the context of alterna
tive roads proposals then both . the public transport company 
and the roads authorities may b'e encouraged to seek technical 
solutions that are also more cost-effective. Third, there is a 
need to develop national data banks and computer systems 
for transport planning and to analyse effectively the joint 
role of private and public transport. There are enormous 
savings to be made in the systematic approach to data collec
tion, and the ability to provide an updating and continuous 
monitoring of proposed plans.'But above all, it is the need for 
a co·ordinated approach to transport planning in meeting 
national requirements that provides the most cogent argument 
for adopting such joint planning activities. 

Considerations such as these led the Commission to the 
conclusion that the setting up, on a statutory basis, of a 
Dublin Transportation Authority was required. This in my 
view is the most important recommendation made by the 
Commission. It is also one of the main recommendations 
which has been accepted and acted upon by the government. 
The Authority is to have the following functions: 

- overall responsibility for ensuring the integrated plan
ning and operation of transportation in the three admin
istrative areas in the Dublin region, 
- it is to be the channel for submission to government 
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of all plans and budget proposals in relation to Dublin 
transportation, 
- it is to be responsible for supervising the release of all 
government funds· for transportation in the Dublin area 
and for monitoring the expenditure of such funds, 
- it is to have overall responsibility for traffic manage
ment in Dublin, 
- it is to have responsibility in relation to the licensing 
of road passenger and taxi services in the Dublin area 
and 
- it is to have public education, promotional and 
research responsibilities in relation to transportation in 
Dublin_ 

The Authority is to be made up of a broadly-based policy
making board, a small managerial board and appropriate full 
time staff. In the formulation of its plans and the exercise of 
its functions, the Authority is to work closely with the local 
authorities, eIE and the Garda,- The Authority is to submit 
its integrated transportation plans annually on a joint basis to 
the Ministers for Transport and the Environment. The Depart
ment of Transport will act as the parent department to the 
Authority_ The two departments are to make joint submis· 
sions to the government about the Authority's plans. To assist 
in the appraisal at government level of the Authority's 
proposals and to facilitate disbursement of the block grant to 
the executive bodies (the local authorities, eIE and the 
Gardai), an inter-departmental committee is to be set up. The 
Departments of Transport, the Envirol1;ment, Finance and 
Justice are to be represented on the committee. The 
.inadequacies in the planning and co-ordinati.on of t~ansport 
policy are most keenly felt in Dublin_ Inaeed} the 'Problems 
they give rise to are of a different scale ffom tho~ found else
where. Accordingly, the recommendation "for a transport 
authority for Dublin is justified. " 

" , 
'" Inter-urban roads , 

There is not a great deal that is new in- the chapter on r.oad~ 

in NESe report No 48. It is true that Irelahd is a sl?ars~'ly-\ 
populated country with an extensive network of roads. There ' 

" 
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alJ .c<~nflicting. calls on the public expenditure available for 
the ' road system, between the maintenance of an extensive 

... network of min·or roads and the improvement of major links 
\..iliere .demand is concentrated. Expenditure on roads, in real 
tenus, haS ris!,n very little since the mid·1960s and the percen
tage \:~f GNP devoted to the road system fen from l.5 per 
cent in '1-966 to l.1 per cent in 1976. 

It seems ~hat !)lore money is to be spent on roads over the 
next few years and that there is to be a general re-allocation 
of road expenditure to lI)ajor inter-urban roads. The Road 
Development Plim for the 1980s, published by the Minister 
for the Environment in May 1979, gives priority to the access 
routes to Dublin and to the major inter-urban roads. This will 
increase public investment in inter-urban roads which carry 
higher proportions of the total traffic and will help to reverse 
the now well established trend towards increasing road main
tenance and declining road- investment. In fact the NESC 
report recommends that some reductions in spending on 
country and minor urban roads could and should be consider
'ed as a means of making more resources available for the 
natiqnal roads. 

The NESC Report recommends that the availability of 
more funds for highway investment ought to be accompanied 
by a more systematic appraisal of the routes on which the 
money is spent. A systematic procedure for the comparative 
analysis of the costs and benefits of proposed development 
schemes should be introduce.d. It would be very difficult for 
any sensible person to disagree with this advice . However, a 
difficulty with this type of exercise arises in justifying the 
assumptions which have to be made in quantifying the bene
fits. Unlike the au thors of the report who believe that time 
savings are an item which can be quantified fairly readily, I 
believe that it is no mean feat to be able to arrive at gener
ally acceptable and convincing monetary values that can be 
placed on time saved by lowering of travel time. Nor is it 
easy to quantify other important benefits such as the saving 
of human lives, or the alleviation of human suffering and grief. 

The report quite rightly points out that the role of cost 
benefit analysis in determining the appropriate size of the 
roads programme as a whole is limited. It cannot show 
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whether roads expenditure offers better value for money 
than other areas of public expenditure, for example, health 
or education or housing. The necessary techniques for com
paring investment across sectors do not exist and the deter
mination of priorities can only be resolved at the highest levels 
of government. 

Inter-urban public transport 
NESC report No 48 deals with the real issues in inter-urban 
'public transport in a most forthright and comprehensive 
manner. In my view those issues are the case for the eventual 
closure of the national rail system, and the nature 9f the 
relationship between CIE and the government. 

The report points out that CIE has a general policy of 
operating other parts of its organisation as complementary to 
the railway. Irish railways have been losing money for many 
years. Table 10 in the report sets out the financial position of 
CIE's rail operations over a ten-year period. It shows the rail 
deficit rising from £3.2 million and 23.8 per cent of expendi
ture in 1968 to £31 million and 51.2 per cent of expenditure 
in 1978. This state of affairs is unlikely to be allowed to con
tinue indefinitely since the long-term financial prospects for 
the railways seem to be bleak. The comparative advantage of 
rail over road is greatest where there is a high density of popu
lation, where the per capita level of industrial output is high 
and where transportation in bulk and over long distances is 
required. In this regard, because of its geography' and the 
make-up of its economic output, Ireland is not in a favourable 
position for operating a commercially successful railway. The 
report shows that Ireland has the least used railways in the 
EEC and as a result, the productivity of the 'rail system is low. 
Three factors, the cost of asset replacement, the high labour 
intensity of the railways and growing competiti"on from cars 
and road freight transport will in the 10ng' run make-it increas
ingly difficult to maintain any fixed financial target. ' 

The main social arguments for the rail system are 'dealt 
with in detail. It is argued that none is so overWhelming' 
that the Irish people should not consider carefully if it...Is 
sufficient to justify the high financial costs bf retaining, t;.he ' 
rail system. The case in favour of the railway on energy 
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-- gr9unds i~ debated and the conclusion reached is that though 
, thet:e, are energy savings from rail use, in the long run the 

· 'I!\ain·~ contribution could only come through electrification 
ail? the _required inves.tment for full electrification would be 
suttstantia). T)1us, the case for retaining current railway 
operatio,!s lo save energy does not appear to be strong. The 
report regards the development of expressway bus services as 
wholly desirable. This service should be extended and 
improved still further. In recent years CIE has developed an 
inter-urban bil. service providing links between cities and 
towns not linked \,>y the railways except through Dublin. The 
orientation of this 'Service is different from that of the rail
ways. However, given that inter-city express bus services cater 
for the same type of demand as the railways and can do so in 
a more efficient and flexible manner, expansion of this sys
tem, rather than investing in the upgrading of mainline trains 
must be an attractive option. 

The NESC report commented upon the existing relation
ship between CIE and the government and clearly certain 
aspects of this relationship leave room for improvement. It is 
necessary for the government to indicate to CIE the level of 
funds it.is prepared to devote to enable CIE to provide the 
social service required. The report suggests that a different 
administrative framework is required, to ensure that govern
ment does ~ake the necessary policy decisions about the 
social value of the railways in relation to the service provided. 
CIE should be advised publicly on four points: (1) how much 
of the existing rail network is required to be retained for 
social reasons; (2) what is the minimum standard of passenger 
seMce required in terms of frequency and speed; (3) which 
specific bulk freight movements should the railway be expec
ted to handle, and what should be its competitive policy 
towards other freight traffic; and (4) how much the govern
ment is willing to pay CIE to continue to provide these ser
vIces. 

CIE for its part should submit an annual corporate plan to 
the govern men t. The plan would cover such items as any 
amendments that CIE proposed to its social remit, investment 
intentions, planned developments in operational and charging 
policy and the progress which CIE has made in meeting the 
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objectives set out in earlier plans. Government would be 
involved in discussions leading up to the plan, and would 
eventually be required to approve it, subject to any reselva· 
tions it might have. As part of the approval process, the 
Department of Transport would sanction CIE's planned 
investment for the following year. The government would 
also give formal approval of the level of grant payment for 
the next year. Major investment proposals should be explicitly 
identified in CIE's corporate plan, with appropriate justifica· 
tion. 

Conclusion 
There is now good reason to feel a certain amount of optimism 
about the development of transport facilities and services. 
The completion and pUblication of the report of the Trans· 
port Consultative Commission' and of the NESC report 'on 
transport policy have made an immense contribution to 
informed public debate on transport. The fact that the 
government acted so quickly on the main recommendations 
of the Commission's report is highly significant. However, it 
is still only a beginning. A great deal of time and opportuni· 
ties lost have to be regained. AIl the hard work and difficult 
decisions still lie ahead. 

The decision to set up the Dublin Transportation Authority 
wiIl have far·reaching beneficial. consequences. There are 
some who might argue that it should be a national transporta· 
tion authority. It certainly is an option that undoubtedly was 
considered and that option is still a possibility for the future. 
The urgent problems, however, are in the Dublin area and 
therefore the correct decision was taken. 

The fact that a unified approach to trans'p,ort problems is 
now to become a reality raises questions of where the neces· 
sary professional expertise is to be 'obtained and' how it is to 

~~u~s~~~~~~e ~~:e t:r~fI;;:PUopn~~b~~; a:~;o~~~:;" ~~;t~~: 
the transport specialists in An Foras Forbartha. A gre:it.~eal 
of useful work has been carried out by An Foras during the 
past fifteen years, not least of which was the completion' 0'1: 
the Dublin Transportation Study. 

Finally, there are many details which still require settling 
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con<;:eming the relationships between the Dublin Transporta
~ion Authority, the Department of Transport, the Depart

'~ent of the EnVironment and the other bodies with respon
sibilities in transp9rt. Many of the difficulties will undoubted
ly b~ anticipated but many others will only surface in the 
course 01 time. A great deal depends on the technical and 
professidl\al' expertise of the staff selected but more imp or
tandy on th\general t,!ct with which problems are approached 
and on the staff's overall ability to work harmoniously with 
others. The new Dublin Transportation Authority deserves 
the good wishes of everyone in its very onerous task. 
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Studying Motivation in Work 
Organisations 

EVELYN BLENNERHASSETI 

Evelyn Blennerhassett is a Research Officer in the Institute 
of Public Administration. 

Since the 1960s, there has been a large, almost exponential, 
growth in the theoretical and empirical literature concerned 
with behaviour in organisations. In particular, interest in 
performance behaviour has increased greatly, primarily in the 
hope that increased understanding of the factors that affect 
an individual's behaviour at work would lead to improved 
organisational efficiency. This is to be achieved through the 
development of more effective organisational strategies and 
management practices. A major focus of much of this research 
has been the importance of the individual's level of work 
motivation in determining his on·the-job performanc'e 
(Cummings & Schwab (1973), Lawler (197 3)). The adverse 
consequences of poor motivation on both organisational 
efficiency and'individual mental and physical well-being have 
been stressed (Hackman & Suttle (1977)). Thousands of 
research studies have attempted to identify whether a 
particular factor or set of factors influence an individual's 
motivation and other job-related attitudes such as satisfaction 
or commitment. In their review of the 1974/75 literature 
alone, Kohnan, Greenhaus and Badin (1977) refer to no 
fewer than 160 separate publications, and t~~e repres~nt in 
their opinion, only the most important studies. published in 
that year. This plethora of research poses severe prqblems for 
the student or researcher attempting to come to gnps with 
the literature of work motivation. He ,has to wend.hi>;. way 
through many difficult conceptualisations and a ·myria'tl . of 
sometimes contradictory research rmdings from numero'us 
separate studies. 
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TQis ar-ticle attempts to summarise the dominant themes in 
th~ literature and springs from the author's effort to develop 

\~ <;o~erent r~~earch frame:work f<;>r a major s~ud~ on motivat
JO~ In th~ Insh publIc service. This study, which IS part of the 
Inst4,ute of Public Administration's current research 
programme, is aimed at identifying and analysing the factors 
that affect the motivation Of staff in the Executive and Higher 
Executive Officer grades in the Civil Service. It is funded by 
the Departm"nt of the Public Service and is due to be 
completed in 1'9,81. 

Why is a Research Framework Needed? 
The fundamental problem to be faced in any research project 
is that of designing an appropriate research framework. This 
problem can be stated quite simply, though the answer is 
always difficult - 'What infonnation should be collected and' 
why?'. Ot~er important decisions - such as what research 
methods to use, what kind of sample to take, how best to 
gain access to infonnation sOl,lrces, what analyses to under
take, etc. - cannot reasonably be made without a clear idea 
of what the research itself is hoping to understand and 
explain. 

In attempting to understand motivation of individuals at 
work, it is not possible to go into an organisation, conduct a 
series of interviews, note everything seen and heard and hope 
that 'the facts' will speak for themselves. One must know 
what 'facts' one is looking for and this presumes that one has 
an idea - a theory - of what facts are relevant to the 
research. Ryan (1971) states the case quite simply: 'We need 
to put forward appropriate theoretical frameworks, lest we 
become swamped by a mass of undifferentiated infonnation' 
(p. 15). 

In popular opinion, 'theory' and 'fact' are generally 
conceived, not only as being separate entities but also as 
direct opposites. According to Goode and Hatt (1952): 

Theory is confused with speculation, and thus a theory 
remains speculation until it is proved. When this proof is 
made, theory becomes fact. Facts are thought to be 
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definite, certain, without question and their meaning to 
be self-evident ... (p. 7). 

In research, theory and fact are not seen as diametrically 
opposed but rather as inextricably related. Theories are based 
on facts (or observations) and facts initiate, 'redefine and 
clarify theories. As stated by Mouzelis (1969): 

Theory constitutes a more or less useful guide which 
tells the researcher how to look at organisational reality 
and what to look for. More precisely, it provides 
conceptual tools which indicate the level of analysis, the 
variahles to be taken into consideration and the ways in 
which the variables may be accounted for in a syste
matic manner . . . (p. 3). 

The purpose of a theory, then, is to make sense of the facts, 
to order the facts in some meaingful way and to look at the 
relationships between the facts. Developing a research frame
work for the study of motivation is thus equivalent to 
developing a theory of motivation, in that one is trying to 
isolate the relevant facts and explain the relationships betweerl 
those facts. 

Determinants of Individual Bebaviour in Organisations 
It is generally accepted that individual behaviour is a function 
of both the person and tbe environment. Behaviour at work 
- a sub-set of human behaviour in general - is, therefore, 
thought to be determined both by personal characteristics 
and characteristics of the working situation in which .the 
individual finds himself. A simple diagram.. reflecting these 
ideas is presented by Cummings, and Schwa~ (1973) and 
reproduced in Figure 1. The personal fact.ors felt to determine 
performance behaviour are (i) ability .and (ii) m~ivation. 
Environmental factors, such as the nature of the wqrkitself, 
supervision, training, etc., do not influence, perfor'inance 
directly, but rather indirectly through their efforts on 'tI)e 
individual's ability and motivation. "-. \ 

The simplified model in Figure 1- corresponds' welt'With 
commonsense understanding of the reality of organisational ' 
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Figur~.1: Determinants of performance behaviour at work 

, <. [ Environment I I Individual I 

Job de'i~ 
Supervision 
Fellow workers 

Ability 
Compensation ) • Working conditions Motivation 
Training 
Evaluation 

life . A person must be minimally competent to carry out a 
task, no matter how highly motivated he may he. Likewise, 
high ability will not result in high performance if the 
individual is completely unmotivated in his work. While a 
large .part of a person's ability and motivation are undoubtedly 
determined by genetic, educational, social and other non
organisational factors, the organisation can exert considerable 
influence in a variety of ways. Through its selection and 
recruitment policies, the organisation can try to employ 
people who have the necessary aptitudes to perform well. It 
can also directly influence the competence of its workforce 
through its training and staff development policies. A 
person's motivation is also affected by such factors as the 
kind of tasks he is given, the supervisory methods used and 
the kinds of rewards and incentives offered to him in return 
for efficient performance of his duties. 

A person's motivation is important then because it is a 
prime determinant of his behaviour at work, in particular of 
his joh performance level. An organisation can therefore hope 
to increase the performance levels of its staff hy eliminating 
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factors with a negative impact on motivation and manipulat
ing factors with a positive impact. Benefits accrue to the 
individual as well in the form of greater job involvement and 
satisfaction. 

Motivational Theories and Organisational Behaviour 
The most widely accepted defmition of 'motivation' is that 
offered by Jones (1955). He states that the study of motiva
tion has to do with 'how behaviour gets started, is energised, is 
sustained, is directed, is stopped, and what kind of subjective 
reaction is present in the organism while all this is going on'. 
In short, motivation is concerned with the analysis of factors 
that incite and guide the actions of an individual. Work 
motivation, a specific form of human motivation in general, 
is therefore concerned with the analysis of factors that affect 
an individual's work-related attitudes and behaviour. 

There has been a vast amount of theorising on the subject 
of individual motivation. Campbell et aI. (1970) have divided 
these theories into two different, though not entirely separate 
categories: (i) mechanical or process theories and (ii) sub
stantive or content theories. 

Process theories attempt to identify general classes of 
variables (e.g. needs, rewards,.incentives) important in under
standing motivation, and to ~xplain and describe how these 
broad classes of variables interact and influence one another 
to produce certain kinds of behaviour. 

Content theories, on the other hand, rarely explain how 
variables interact with qne another. Instead they seek to 
identify the specific factors that motivate individuals and 
place little emphasis on developing an understanding of the 
motivational process by which such factors carne to be viewed 
as motivating in the first place. Content theories tend to . "-concentrate on one general class of variable .( e.g. rewards) and 
to try and specify the list of entities that go to.ma~e up that 
particular class, e.g., promotion, salary, fringe benef#~, status, , 
etc. ." 

Campbell et aI. state that most the"ries of motivation 'are 
either process or content theories and are t"'erefore, liiilitetl 
in their usefulness. They argue that for a motivational t)leory 
to be useful, it must specify both content and process: that is 
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. 'specify the identity of the important variables and the 
·.,process by which they influence behaviour'. , , 
Cohtent Theories of Motivation 
There . are a numb,er of content-type theories of motivation 
which sR,ecify the kinds of things that might motivate an 
individual' at work. The most famous of these are Herzberg's 
(1966) Moii"ation-Hygiene Theory and McGregor's (1960) 
Theory X and ..... Theory· Y, both of which are based on the 
earlier Need Hierarchy Theory put forward by Maslow (1943). 
According to Maslow's basic theory, people have five broad 
classes of needs: 

1 Physiological - need for food, clothing, shelter, etc. 
2 Safety - need for. protection against danger, threat 

and deprivation, both'physiological and psychological. 
3 Social- need for acceptance by others, for friendship, 

love, etc. ' 
4 Self-esteem - need for status, recognition, autonomy, 

competence, etc. 
5 Self-actualisation - need for self-fulfilment and 

continued self-development. 

Two important assumptions underly this theory. Firstly, it is 
assumed that these needs are arranged in an ascending 
hierarchy and that an individu'!i does not become interested 
in a higher-order need until an lower-order needs have been 
satisfied. Secondly, it is assumed that a satisfied need cannot 
motivate behaviour. 

McGregor (1960) has adapted and expanded Maslow's 
theory and applied it to the organisational setting in the form 
of his famous Theory X and Theory Y of human behaviour. 
Managers who believe in Theory X believe that 'most people 
must be coerced, controlled, directed and threatened with 
punishment to get them to put forth adequate effort towards 
the achievement of organisational objectives' (p. 34). They 
therefore try to influence individual behaviour through the 
manipulation of material rewards and sanctions. McGregor 
points out, however, that better wages, fringe benefits, 
holidays, etc., contribute only to the satisfaction of needs 
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outside the work situation, such as a better standard of living 
and increased leisure. They do not motivate a person to 
improve his performance on the job, except to the extent 
that these rewards are conditional on performance. This is not 
the case for the vast majority of employees whose basic 
wages and job security are not endangered provided they put 
forth a minimum amount of effort. McGregor argues that 
those who believe in a Theory X of human behaviour make 
the mistake of continuing to focus on lower·order physio
logical and safety needs, even when these have been almost 
completely satisfied. He says: 'Under such condi tions . . . 
the mere provision of rewards is bound to be ineffective and 
a reliance on the threat of punishment will be inevitable' 
(p.40). 

A less limited and more desirable view of human nature 
and behaviour is presented in Theory Y. Here, 'External 
control and the threat of punishment are not the only means 
for bringing about effort towards organisational objectives. 
Man will exercise self-direction and self-control in the service 
of objectives to which he is committed' (p. 47). To achieve 
this commitment, an organisation must create conditions 
which arouse the ego and self-actualisation needs of indivi
duals, so that 'members of the organisation can achieve their 
own goals best by directing their efforts towards the success 
of the enterprise' (p. 4;9). 

The major contribution of the Maslow and McGregor 
theories is that of emphasising. that people have a variety of 
needs, both physiological and psychological, which they 
attempt to satisfy in a variety of ways. No empirical support 
had been found, however, for the hierarchical ordering of 
these needs suggested by Maslow. The, relevance and 
importance of the five sets of needs will differ f{om person to 
person; nor is there any evidence that 'a satisfied need dbes 
not motivate behaviour. The mere fact tfiat an individual has 
a large amount of something does' not mean that he' wiII not 
be motivated to try to acquire an evell.Jarger amount Of the 
same thing. ' ... . , 

A wide variety of rewards 'availahle in most work settinll.4 
which are of potential importance in satisfying an individual:s' '. 
needs, have been identified by Herzberg (1966). Although \ 
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Herzberg states that only some of these are 'motivators', a 
number of other. researchers have not found support for this 
vie"" (Schwab, De Vitt and Cummings (1971), Ewen, Smith, 
Hulin anq Locke (1966), Dunnette, Campbell and Hakel 
(.196.{)). 

The"lis( of factors iden.tified by Herzberg may be dicho· 
tomised'~ 'intrinsic' and 'extrinsic' factors. Intrinsic factors 
are largely self-rewards, while extrinsic rewards must be ad
ministered bY-, the organisation. Thus, salary, working condi
tions, job secllrit)(, good interpersonal relations, efficient 
working methods; etc., may be perceived as rewards by the 
individual. But whether, and to what extent, an individual 
actually receives such rewards depends largely on the organi
sation and not on himself. Intrinsic rewards, however, such as 
a feeling of accomplishment, advancement, recognition, self
fulfilment, worthiness of the work itself, etc., depend largely 
on the individual, his work-values and aspirations and how he 
adapts and reacts to the actual job situation. 

The intrinsic-extrinsic dichotomy is a useful theoretical 
concept . because it focusses attention on the multiplicity of 
rewards potentially available in a job. It would, however, be 
dangerous to assume that the set of intrinsic and extrinsic 
outcomes identified by Herzberg and o#>ers for American 
workers is also the same set valued by Irish public selVants . 

Most research in this area has concentrated on employees 
in private enterprise. There has been almost no empirical 
research on the kinds of things valued by public employees. 
Downs (1967, p. 84), has hypothesised that the following 
values may be the most important ones influencing the be
haviour of people working in large bureaucracies: power, 
money, income, security, personal loyalty, convenience, 
desire to maintain the status quo, pride in proficient per
formance of work, desire to selVe the public interest, com
mitment to a specific policy area. 

Process Theories of Motivation 
In the Campbell et al. (1970) review, three major process
type motivational theories are outlined: (1) Stimulus Response 
or Drive x Habit theory, (2) Equity or Social Comparison 
theory and (3) Expectancy theory. 
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The first two theories have had only limited applications 
in organisations. Expectancy theory, on the other hand, has 
been widely used . According to Korman, Greenhaus and 
Badin (1977), it is the theoretical approach that has ranked 
first in popularity and interest over the last ten years, stimu· 
lating more research than either of the other two process 
theories or any of the content theories. Although the origins 
of expectancy theory can be traced back to Lewin (1938) 
and Tolman (1932), its new·found popularity is due to 
Vroom (1964). 

The hypotheses put forward in expectancy theory are 
based on the concept of an association between events. Put 
simply, the theory states that the amount of effort a person 
puts into his work is determined by two variables - the kinds 
of rewards or outcomes valued by the individual and the per· 
ceived probability that expending effort will lead to these 
rewards or outcomes. If the person believes the rewards he 
seeks do not depend on efficient performance of his work, 
then he will not be motivated to expend much effort on it. 
For example, if he values promotion, but feels that his 
chances of promotion depend, not on his actual performance 
of the job but on his ability to please superiors and not 'rock 
the boat', then hewi\l devote himself to currying favour. The 

. theory implies that if an organisation does not or cannot tie 
valued rewards to performance, ,then it is in a weak position 
to influence the motivation and consequently the perform
ance of its staff. 

Origins of an Individual's Personal Work Values 
An individual's personal value system ,is the result of the 

interaction of many complex factors such as personality, 
family background and social, economic and educational 
experiences. Many studies have shown that in individual's 
basic attitude to work is strongly' inJJueiiced by his social 
and economic background (Goldthorpe et· aI. (19~9), Paine, 
Deutsch and Smith (1967), .Hulin and' Blood (19~8)).'fhose 
from more economically advantaged backgrounds teiili" to 
endorse 'middle·class' work values: that is, they place 'alllgh 
value on the importance of work in a person~s life and ~tress' 
the desirability of achieving success and responsibility in one's ' 
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jbb, They .a1so have .high expectations of the rewards they 
,hope. tG receive from work. On the other hand, those from 
more disadvantaged economic and social backgrounds tend to 
ha"\(~ low expectations and an 'instrumental' or 'extrinsic' 
orien,ation to ..... work, to see it as a means to an end or ends, 
rather'iliar, as an intrinsically valuable end in itself. 

Howev"r, much research has shown that these basic atti
tudes to work are not immutable. A person's work-related 
values and ex~ctations can be and are changed or reinforced 
by his actual work experience. Fox (1971) states that 

For large numbers of people, and particularly those in 
_~he lower ranks of the occupational hierarchy, the 
lesson taught by th~ experience of work is that it must 
be expected to offer mainly extrinsic satisfactions. In
trinsically, it must be expected to be burdensome, re
strictive and often irkso!!,e, being monotonous and 
stultifying into the bargain. (p. 14) 

Lawler (1973), in reviewing the research evidence on this 
point, states: 

Compelling research d,ata establish that tasks and jobs 
can affect the attractiveness of outcomes to individuals 
on both _short- and long-term bases. Performing various 
kinds of tasks and experiencing the consequences of 
that performance can affect substantially the individual's 
subsequent needs and goals. (p. 155) 

Lawler then goes on to quote research by McClelland (1961), 
Breer and Locke (1965) and Kornhauser (1965) which shows 
that the objective characteristics of a person's work situation 
can profoundly influence the kinds of things he comes to 
value (or not value) from work. 

In the Kornhauser study the reactions of a group of 
workers engaged in low-level, routine, repetitive jobs were 
compared with a demographically similar group whose jobs 
were more complex and more under the control of the 
workers themselves. Lawler states that the findings showed 
that those in the lowest-level jobs showed less initiative, less 
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ambition and less desire for personal growth than those in 
more interesting jobs. For example, when questioned on 
whether he would 'push hard' to change things in his life, a 
worker in a routine job responded, '1 quit pushing I guess. 
There's a time when 1 did but the last 8 or 10 years 1 sorta 
slowed down. 1 guess 1 just got tired of trying to get some· 
where and you don't'. 

In experimental tests McClelland and Breer and Locke 
have shown that by exposing a person to a different kind of 
work experience, hitherto' latent desires can be aroused and 
an individual's attitude to his work substantially altered. 
Another example of a situation in which the work sitUJltion 
influenced the basic work-value system of staff is given by 
Pennings (1970). In this study it was fpund that individuals 
working in sections of an organisation in which promotion 
was infrequent emphasised the imp'ortance of extrinsic re
wards like pay, whereas those working in sections where pro
motion was much more likely stressed the intrinsic rewards, 
like satisfaction with the work itself. Since there were no 
differences in the type of worker (all were white-collar) or in 
the type of tasks they were engaged in, Pennings concluded 
that the different promotion rates in the various units deter
mined the way in which these workers evaluated their present 
positions; tho~e with a low exp.ectation of promotion natur
ally tended to concentrate on the extrinsic rather than the 
intrinsic rewards of the job. 

Impact of an Individual's Work-related Values on his Job 
Behaviour 
~owing a person's needs or the kinds ol'outcomes he values 
in his work is interesting in itself, but the real importance of. 
'needs' and 'personal values' lies in their assuIh~d relationship 
to actual behaviour. ' 

As stated earlier, there are two broad £lasses of outcomes 
available in most organisations - extrinsic outcomes like 
salary and intrinsic outcomes like achievement and'rec~gni
tion. It is important to bear in mind, however, that oQ.iy 
those ·outcomes an individual actually villues can be expected 
to have an impact on his job motivation .and 'suJjsequ~nt\ 
behaviour. 
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All. indivi<!ual can often achieve some of his goals, e.g. 
\ fri~Qdl¥ relation.s with fellow workers, basic money income, 
io!> security, ~tc., without having to become very involved in 
or, ' motivated by the work itself. Certain other outcomes 
(chlc:.fly intrinsic rewards) can only be achieved through com· 
mitJ!lent.iU1d involvement in work. If a person does not value 
intrinsic,{ewards, then he has little motivation to be a high 
perfonner.· 

Difference~n the motiyation of individuals may therefore 
be partly explained by differences in their values. The attain· 
ment of SOme rewards is more dependent on actual on-the
job behaviour than 'o~hers. 

However, De Leo {1972} has pointed out that it is not 
only the kinds of outcomes valued by an individual which 
influence his job behaviour. The ranking of these outcomes 
by him is extremely important. For example, a person might 
state that he valued status and recognition. His desire for 
these outcomes might, howeve~, be passive, in the sense that 
they are really not that important to him and, consequently, 
d,o not, have much of an impact on his actual job behaviour. 
For another person, status and recognition might be of over
whelming importance and greatly influence his behaviour in 
the work situation. Thus, knowing which goals are most im
portant to a worker is essential, because it is assumed that 
thes~ goals strongly influence both the direction and intensity 
of effort expended on the job. 

While it is assumed that the more important a goal is to an 
individual, the more likely it is that his on-the-job behaviour 
will be directed towards the attainment of that goal, this is 
not always the case. This normally happens only if the goal 
seems feasible to the individual. For example, an individual 
might desire promotion intensely {because of the higher 
salary, higher status and/or more interesting work} yet appear 
to be relatively uninvolved and resigned in his present posi
tion. In other words, he is not actively seeking ways of mak
ing his desire a reality. 

In the expectancy theory of motivation, this lack of effort 
or motivation would be explained by saying that the individual 
concerned did not believe there was any connection between 
the amount of effort he put into his present job and his 
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chances of promotion. The worker's pessimism could be 
explained a number of ways. It could be that the individual 
perceived (right or wrongly) that the criteria used for promo
tion in the organisation were related to factors other than 
previous work record and was concentrating his efforts on 
these other spheres. It could also be that the individual's 
desire for promotion was merely wishful thinking on his part. 
Knowing that there was almost no chance of being promoted 
(because of age or lack of expertise), he did not see the point 
of being visibly more involved in his present job than he 
already was_ 

However, the frustration of a desire for a particular out
come, even one especially important to the individual, does 
not necessarily lead to apathy and job dissatisfaction. The 
attainment of other work-related rewards may compensate 
the individual, so that on balance he is well satisfied. Porter 
and Steers (1973), using the concept of 'met expectations', 
emphasise this point: 

Each individual is conceptualised as bringing to the em
ployment situation, his own unique set of expectations 
for his job. Most employees seem to place a fairly high 
valence (important value) on the attainmen t of their 
expectations in certain areas, such as pay, promotion, 
supervisory relations and peer-group interactions. In 
addition, however, each individual appears to place 
varying importance on a host of other potential 're
wards' available from his job, e.g., challenging work, 
status, etc. Whatever the composition of the individual's 
expectation set, it is important that those factors be 
substantially met if the employee is to feel it worthwhile 
involving himself on the job. This set'qf expectations 
may be modified over time in response to'past rewards, 
available alternatives and other factors. 

Relationships between Individual Characteristics;Joh ". 
Attitudes and Job Behaviour "-
Apart from differences in personal work-values, other charac
teristics have been shown to be important in the study of jo& 
attitudes and job behaviour_ McCormick and Tiffin (1975) 
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have l?resented.a long list of personal variables thought to be 
\assGciated with job behaviour. In addition to work-values, 
the~_ list personality characteristics, aptitudes, age, sex, educa
tio~ work experience and cultural background_ In reviewing 
recent.. research- on job satisfactio,n, Portigal (1976) presents 
data which show that job satisfaction is highest in older age 
groups, among the better educated, better paid, white collar 
workers. This finding is hardly surprising as the prestige of 
one's job tends. to be connected with education, income and 
age. " 

Impact of the Work Environment on Motivation of Staff 
It was stated earlier that individual behaviour is a function 
of both the person and the environment. It is now necessary 
to identify those aspects of an individual's actual working 
situation, which may affect his motivation and job behaviour. 
There is considerable research evidence that certain job char· 
acteristics and certain organisational characteristics have 
Illore motivating potential than others. Porter and Steers 
(1973) have broken down these situational factors into three 
categories, each representing a different 'level' in the organisa
tion: (1) job-related factors; (2) immediate working environ
ment factors; (3) organisation-wide factors. 

While most research has concentrated on and continues to 
concentrate on only a few asp,ects of one 'level' or category, 
there is a discernible trend in some recent research towards 
the development of new models which encompass both the 
micro (job) and macro (organisation) aspects of working 
situations and their effects on individual behaviour and 
attitudes Games and Jones (1976)). 

Job·Related Factors 
Hackman and Lawler (1971) and more recently Hackman 
and Oldham (1976) have shown that one of the most im
portant factors (perhaps even the most important) influenc
ing an individual's motivation and job satisfaction is the 
nature of the work itself. Specifically, these authors found 
that individuals reacted more positively to jobs which -

1 allow workers to feel personally responsible for the 
identifiable and meaningful portion of the work, 
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Figure 2: The job characteristics model of work motivation 
(Hackman and Oldham. 1976) 
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2 provide work outcomes which are intrinsically mean
ingful or otherwise experienced as worthwhile and 

,- 3 provide feedback about performance effectiveness. 

Thes6- findings pave been supported in recent research studies 
(Brief'1iQd Aldag'(1975), Sims and Szilagyi (1976), Oldham 
(1976), R<l.usseau (1977)). , 

The model developed by Hackman et al. to test the rela
tionships betwe.;p job characteristics and individual attitudes 
and behaviour is l'resented in Figure 2. The model postulates 
that there are five fundamental job characteristics or 'core 
dimensions', the presepce of which will make an individual 
feel that his job is meaningful and worthwhile, that he is per
sonally responsible for the results of his work and that he is 
improving his knowledge and skills through continuous feed
back on how well or badly he is doing his job. 

When a person feels that his job is worthwhile and re
sponsible and that he can improve his skills as he works, the 
model states that he is likely to be highly motivated, highly 
satisfied and highly efficient in his work and unlikely to leave 
the organisation or be absent frequently. Hackman et al. do 
not, however, believe that all people will react to resp'onsible, 

. meaningful jobs in so positive a manner. They hypothesise, 
and their results show, that individuals whose personi! work
values are strongly intrinsic, i.e. who desire their jobs to give 
them a sense of achievement, challenge and personal growth, 
react more favourably to deminding and challenging jobs 
and are more efficient than individuals for whom intrinsic 
rewards are less important. 

The five characteristics are defmed by Hackman et al. as 
follows: 

1 Skill variety: The degree to which a job requires a 
variety of different activities in carrying out the work 
using a number of different skills and talents. 

2 Task identity: The degree to which the job requires 
the completion of a 'whole' and identifiable piece of 
work; that is, doing ajob from beginning to end with 
a visible outcome. 

3 Task significance: The degree to which the job has a 
substantial impact on the lives or work of other 

I 
• 
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people, whether in the immediate organisation or in 
the external environment. 

4 Autonomy: The degree to which the job provides 
substantial -freedom, independence and discretion to 
the individual in scheduling the work and in determin
ing the procedures to be used in carrying it out. 

5 Feedback from the job itself: The degree to which 
carrying out the work activities required by the job 
results in the individual obtaining direct and clear 
information about the effectiveness of his or her per· 
formance. 

In addition to these five 'core dimensions' Hackman and 
Oldham (1975) identified two other job dimensions, which, 
while not as critical as the previous five, nevertheless had 
some impact on job attitudes and performance: 

6 Feedback from agents: The degree to which the .em· 
ployee receives clear information about his or her per
formance from supervisors or co·workers. 

7 Dealing with others: The degree to which the job reo 
quires the employee to work closely with other 
people in carrying out the wOrk activities (including 
dealings with other organisation members and with 
external organisational\ 'clients'). 

Rousseau (1977), investigating the significant differences 
in job characteristics between organisations with different 
types of technology, added an eighth job dimension -
Learning. This is thought to be important by sociotechnical 
system theorists and is defined as the degree to which the 
job provides opportunities for acquiring additional skills and 
knowledge. 

Based on a job's ratings on the five 'apre dimensions', 
Hackman and Oldham (1975) advocate the use,of the follow
ing formula to estimate the overall Motivating Potential Score 
(MPS) of any job: , 

MPS~ ariety Identity nificance X Autonomy X fro.mJ~b . 
Skill + Task .;Task Sig- r -:~ eO ee<\bacj 

3 Itself: 

It is obvious that the formula is based on the modj:l outlined 
, 
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in Figure 2. The multiplicative part of the formula is based 
\m theoretical not empirical considerations, and as such is 
~n)y one of many possible ways of combining ratings on the 
job'",har:icteristics to generate an overall Motivating Potential 
Score~fl.oweve't; this particular formula has been used exten
sively in i?Tevioils research and has been shown to be of value. 
In particular, the application of the Job Characteristics Model 
of Motivati;'n has proved useful in the areas of job design 
(and redesign)' .and in the placement of staff. As Lawler 
(1973) states: . 

Good matching requires knowledge of both the employ
ees' needs and the standing of the job on the core 
dimensions. Knowledge of employees' needs can lead to 
careful placement on existing jobs according to the 
nature of the jobs. Such a strategy could lead to im
provements in the motivation, satisfaction and tenure of 
staff, beyond the levels that have resulted from the 
traditional practice of selecting and placing employees 
largely on the basis of skills and ability data .... A high 
degree of fleJtibility in how jobs are designed and 
defmed must be combined with the customary emphasis 
on selecting and placing employees. (pp. 163-4) 

Another useful way of looking at an individual's job is in 
te""s of its role requirements. As pointed out by Katz and 
Kahn (1966), some activities associated with a job are essen
tial to a definition of the job, whereas others are only inci
dental. These essential features are referred to as roles. Thus, 
within one job, it may be possible to identify a supervisory 
role, a management role, a co-ordinating role, a research role, 
etc, Many research studies have shown that an individual's 
perceptions of his role (or roles) in the organisation are related 
to his job attitudes and behaviour (House and Rizzo (1972), 
Lyons (1971), Miles (1976), Schuler (1977)). Two aspects of 
role perceptions have consistently been shown to be 
important. They are: 

1 Role conflict: the degree to which an individual per
ceives that conflicting demands are being . made on 

\ 
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him, such that compliance with one demand means 
that compliance with other demand(s) is made difficult 
or impossible, 

2 Role ambiguity: the degree to which an individual 
does not have a clear knowledge and understanding 
of what is required of him . . 

While some individuals appear to be able to cope with un· 
certainty better than others (Lyons, 1971), most research 
studies have shown that role conflict and ambiguity are 
associated with high levels of job tension and low levels of 
job satisfaction. It is worth noting, however, that jobs that 
are too highly structured have been shown to have the same 
adverse effect on motivation and job satisfaction as jobs that 
are too unstructured. 

It appears that the jobs with the highest motivating paten· 
tial are characterised by some optimum amount of flexibility 
and discretion. In studying work motivation , therefore, 
consideration should be given to the degree of role stress 
associated with different types of jobs and with different 
types of people. 

Immediate working environment 
A second set of situational variables important in understand· 
ing behaviour and job attitudes relates to the immediate 
working environment of the worker. While there has been 
much research on how an individual's job influences his 
motivation and satisfaction, the impact of broader situational 
variables has been largely unexplored. Campbell et al. (1970) 
state that situational or environmental variables are 'a class of 
variables for which everyone suggests the ';eed for research is 
great - but actual empirical activity is sparse' (p. 385). 

Aspects of the wQrking environment that Ci)'uId influence 
a person's motivational and job satisfaction are almo~t infmite. 
For classification, however, we can differentiate two broad 
categories of variables in the immediate working environment: 
those related to structural or objective characteristics or' 'the 
work unit and those related to perceptual or subJectiv," 
characteristics of the work unit. Examples of structural' 
variables are: 
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- ··Size of the work unit, i.e. total number of staff 
. - Hierarchical differentiation, i.e. number of different 

levels represented in work unit (Meyer (1968)) 
., - Spatial dispersion,. i.e. location of staff and physical 

.,,_ facilitie"-(Hall et al. (1967» 
- -·Formalisation of activities, i.e. the extent to which 

niles, procedures, instructions and other communica
tion"'!lfe in writing (Pugh et al. (1968» 

- Centralisation of liedsion-making (Negandhi and 
Prasad (t9 71 ) ) 

- Interdependence of work of section with that of 
other sections or outside bodies (Thompson (1967» 

While there is some evidence that individuals working in 
medium-sized work units, with decentralised dedsion-making 
and low emphasis on formalised procedures have more 
positive job attitudes than indiViduals in units with different 
structures, the evidence is far from conclusive. It appears that 
there is no simple, direct relationship between job attitudes 
and the structures of organisations. Cummings and Berger 
(1976) conclude that the effects of structure, if any, very 
likely operate through other factors. As an example, they 
state: 

As size increases, the requirements of coordination and 
control became more demanding and complex. This, in 
tum, frequently means that the administrative com
ponent of the organisation expands. This may cause the 
general level of professional expertise within the organis
ation to rise, through selection and/or training. While 
size and attitudes may be related, these intervening 
processes may well mask or fIlter the relationship. We 
simply do not know what independent effects size 
exerts. (p. 48) 

Examples of perceptual variables are: 

- Perceived osupervisory style of individual's supervisor 
- whether open and supportive or not (Schneider and 
Bartlett (1968». 
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- Perceptions of superior/subordinate relationships. 
- Perceived pressures in the immediate working situa-

tion. 

Of these variables, the most heavily researched has been the 
superior/subordinate relationship. Less frequently studied 
have been co-worker relationships and customer/client rela
tionships. It appears that superiors in particular are a major 
factor influencing both the subordinate's motivation and job 
satisfaction. Lawler (1973), reviewing the literature on this 
topic, notes that the nature of a job (and therefore its 
motivating potential) are strongly influenced by the behaviour 
of supervisors. He states: 

A superior can give or withhold feedback, and he can 
give or withhold autonomy. In the case of autonomy, 
the superior can often tum a poor job into a motivating 
job by letting subordinates define their own approach 
to the work. On the other' hand, he can also turn a 
motivating job into a boring, repetitive job by supervis
ing his subordinates closely and restricting their 
autonomy. Because the superior can influence both pay 
and promotion and the design of jobs, he is an important 
factor in both intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. (pp. 
171-2) 

Organisation-wide factors 
Organisation-wide factors are 'those variables affecting the 
individual that are primarily determined by persons or events 
external to the immediate work group ' (Porter and Steers, 
1973, p. 154). Under this heading would fal,such factors as 
general personnel policy in the areas of pay, ptqmotion, staff 
development and training policy and the overall size of the 
organisation. , 

There is considerable research evidence that the \'(ay an 
organisation distributes such rewards as pay ane! prombtion 
has a very important influence on the behaviour of individoiaIs. 
As stated by Porter et al. U975): 'Organisations tend' to, 
motivate the kind of behavrour they reward. Thus, one 
effective way to understand ~he behaviour of individuals in , 
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an orgahisation is to look generally at how rewards are given 
'in the organisation and specifically at what individuals have 
to do to obtain-the rewards they value' (p. 343). In particular, 
the·-type of reward system operated by an organisation has 
been s~own- to' have important effects on turnover, absentee· 
ism and 'individual on-the-job performarlce. For example, 
giving actoss-the-board increases in salary or promoting 
individuals ol\,the basis of seniority alone may result in poor 
performers beihg relatively-more satisfied than above average 
performers. Sud'; a reward system tends to make 'the good 
performers ripe candidates for higher-paying jobs in other 
organisations and locks in the poor performers because they 
cannot afford to take jobs elsewhere' (Porter et aI., 1975, 
p. 346). Even where an organisation does tie valued rewards 
to on-the-job performance, it is essential that the basis for the 
distribution of such differential rewards be perceived as 
equitable, and that the criteria used in assessing individual 
merit- be well-known to all employees. 

Conclusion 
While a great deal has been learned in the past fifteen years 
about men" work and organisations, no universally accepted 
prescriptions for improving motivation and job satisfaction 
have yet been found. In spite of this apparent lack of practical 
success, research interest in this area has never been higher. 
The significance of organisations in society and the fact that 
most people spend a large part of their lives in work organisa
tions are factors which will ensure that organisation research 
will bl!come even more important in the years to come_ In 
Ireland, almost no research on organisational behaviour and 
job attitudes in the public service sector has been published. 
It is hoped that the research project being undertaken by the 
Institute of Public Administration will make a major contri
bution to our knowledge in this field and aid administrators 
in the better management of human resources, so as to 
improve both organisational efficiency and the quality of 
people's working lives in organisations. 
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Accountability and tlie Public Sector 
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, 
" Formal Structure'and Goal Attaining approaches to organisa. 

tion development 
The Devlin Report of 1969 sought to change the focus of. 
public sector management from an approach based on formal. 
structures to something wnich may be called a goal attaining 
approach. This change was based on the premise that tradi· 
tional attitudes to state sector management originating in a 
laissez-faire economy, are inadequate when the role of the 
state is expanded. The aireacht of each department, proposed 
in the Devlin Report, was to take over the policy-making role 
and the staff units - planning, finance, organisation, and 
personnel - were to support policy_These staff units would 
integrate executive decision making in the administrative role 
of executing policy; this would be achieved through the 
col1lmon persp~ctive which these staff units would have 
throughout the public sector in fulfilling their role. The staff 
units would also be a source of advice to aireachts in policy 
making. 

The purpose of this article is to comment on the implica
tions -of 'this new approach to public sector management in 
terms of information requirements_ It is useful first to trace 
how the structures, envisaged in the Devlin Report, created 
new needs for information to support their decision making_ 

The policy-making role of the aireacht involves the estab
lishment of strategies which will derive from goals and objec
tives* which have been established for the organisation as a 

• Goals are gcncJal statements about what the organisation wiShe. to achieve, 
while objectives are more quantified and arc expressed as specific targets to be 
'achieved within a specified time. 
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whole or for organisational sub-units. The goal-attaining 
approach to organisation development recognises the differen
ces between the development of policy and its implementation 
in terms of emphasis, required skills and time scales. The. 
implementation phase has at least two aspects - management 
control which ensures that resources are used effectively and 
efficiently, and operational control which ensures that detailed 
tasks or operations are properly carried out. A three-tier 
hierarchy of decision making therefore exists - policy making, 
management control and operational control. 

The goal attaining approach goes much further, however, 
than simply rearranging the tasks of an organisation. The 
more traditional, formal structure approach to organisations, 
born of the industrial revolution, saw the whole as being the 
sum of the parts. It encouraged specialisation of tasks with an 
implicit assumption that if the members of an organisation 
carried out their individual, specialised tasks in a competent 
·manner, then the overall achievement of the organisation 
wouJ.d be as close to being maximised as is possible with human 
structures. The goal attaining approach to organisations 
challenges this view of the route to organisation success. It 
argu~s that the effectiveness of an organisation is primarily 
determined by the order in which the members of the organi
sation are arranged: organisation success is no longer a ques
tion of summing together a series of individual specialised 
efforts; it \las become a matter of arrangement within a logical 
framework for decision making. 

A further by-product of this new approach to evaluating 
organisation success is the recognition that organisations are 
not an end in themselves, but only a means to an end. The 
ends or go;UsJobjectives are estabJished by' the policy makers 
in the organisation and the. executive functio~ ~ms to achieve 
these ends. The criteria of effective administration are now 
replaced by the criteria of effecti~e management. ~tead of a 
passive approach to avoiding mistakes and an emp~is on 
procedures, a more active climate is encouraged WIth an 
emphasis on results, striving to influence the enviroml"~nt 
and seeking success. ' . 

Effective performance by large organisations is now increas- '\ 
ingly seen to ' require the acceptance of the goal attaining 
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, approach to org,,!,isation development. This has been common
\I?lac~ 'for large organisations in the private sector during the 
l~t twenty years or so. It is only being recognised more 
slowly in 'the public sector. The Devlin Report sought to deal 
with this parti~ular problem. , , , , 
Systems ind information needs 
Opportunities now exist to study the application of the goal 
attaining approach to organisations in the private sector, and 
to consider hoVv it mighf 'be applied to the public sector. 
Difficulties arise, however, from the fact that certain precon
ditions may be necessary before this management approach 
can be successfully followed in the public sector. This short 
note will discuss the necessary preconditions for successful 
implementation of the goal attaining approach in the private 
and public sectors, and, in particular, the information needs 
of this approach. 

A system has been described as a subset of reality. The 
formal structure and goal attaining approaches to organisation 
development both envisage the organisation as a, system 
aimed at some portion of the realities of social and economic 
behaviour. An essential factor, however, of socia.! systems 
such as commercial and industrial companies or the executive 
units of the public service, is that they cannot rely on equili· 
bnum in the system being guaranteed by the automatic 
operations of the system. Indeed, the reverse is the case. Such 
systems are essentially unstable and information is needed 
both to provide a background for future decision making and 
to provide feedback on past' decisions. The information needs 
of organisations fashioned in accordance with one or other 
pattern will, however, be very different'. in organisations 
developed in accordance with an administratively-oriented, 
formal structure approach, decision making will be based on 
precedents, and feedback on past decisions will be based on 
appeals against these decisions to higher authority and the 
results of such appeals. In goal attaining organisations, how· 
ever, decisions will be based on forecasts of the potential 
impact of the decisions on previously specified goals and 
objectives. Past decisions will be judged by reference to 
achievement and deviations from expected achievement of 
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specified goals through the application of strategies to achieve 
these goals. As the Devlin Report envisaged a public sector 
much more oriented to a managerial view of organisation 
responsibility, the information needs of a goal attaining 
organisation are of particular in terest and an expanded system 
of accountability is an inevitable follow-on of this process_ 

In developing a more effective information system within 
the public sector, in order to bring about a more managerially
based concept of feedback, the biggest problem which 
emerges is the definition of the objectives of public sector 
expenditure. In the private sector, the objective is to maximise 
the long-term profitability of the enterprise subject to good 
ethical practices, and this is a measurable end objective. While 
it may be difficult to achieve, it is at least relatively easy to 
specify. In the pUblic sector, however, the task of setting 
objectives is much more difficult, as it encompasses welfare 
and politics. The problem of setting objectives is furthermore 
not limited to the organisation as a whole but spreads to 
defining the role of each organisation sub-unit and establish
ing some method in each case for measuring output of the 
sub-unit in question. The problem is not so intractable, how
ever, that no progress can be made. Even in the private sector, 
many decisions taken by managers have such an indirect 
effect on profitability that they cannot be easily measured -
for example, a trade-off of credit allowed to customers against 
potential sales and customer service. Furthermore, constant 
trade-off in the private sector between long-term and short
term profitability is not easily measured in terms of profits. 
Many decisions nl'ed to be made in the private sector where 
the impact on profits as an end-result objective cannot be 
readily measured. In these cases the focull. shifts to measuring 
intermediate objectives but accountability iot maintained. The 
public sector no doubt involves greater recourse to intermedi
ate objectives and to this extent, the' task of designing suit
able information systems is more difficult, involves greater 
creativity and an even greater chall<:nge to the ihgepuity of 
the designers of information systems. . " 

Line-Item Budgets and Programme Budgets _ l \ 

The ability to develop information systems for deCision 
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malcing in the public sector is at present greatly handicapped 
'by the existence of a line-item approach to budgeting rather 
tbaIl a: programme' approach. A line-item budget provides a list 
of ll.laiined expenditures expressed in terms of the kinds and 
quantities of objects of expenditure, for example clerical 
salarid, amount of office equipment to be purchased and the 
estimated'-revenue needed to finance them during a specified 
period, usuhlly one year_ Its primary purpose is to ensure 
expenditure c'optrol and the safeguarding of funds for their 
appointed uses_ 'It concentrates much more on the spending 
process than on the preparation and presentation of budget 
proposals for future decision making. It is, in fact, an obvious 
reflection of an administratively-oriented organisation 'based 
on formal structures. It never directly questions whether the 
expenditure is appropriate' under changing circumstances, and , 
it envisages an incremental budgeting approach With a tenden
cy to ever-rising public expenditure; the line-item budget 
cannot be related to accomplishments or outputs_ Loyalty to 
the organisation sub-unit is emphasised with important effects 
on departmental co-operation and it even leads to destructive 
competition between departments for funds, in a way which 
is unrelated to any overall government objectives_ By way of 
example, how frequently are the items of expenditure, that 
have gone seriously off-course during the first six months of a 
financial year, cut back to budget within the remaining six 
months (excluding even items -of expenditure such as, social 
welfare benefits which must be paid on demand when the 
proper conditions for payment have been met)? Equally, can 
a managerial-oriented organisation, focused on the achieve
ment of goals/objectives, be reconciled with the tendency of 
departments to commit surplus funds previously voted, blIt 
which have not been spent, towards the end of a fmancial 
year? 

Programme budgeting seeks to remedy these deficiencies_ 
It recognises that decisions will always continue to be made 
in a political world by decision makers who will continually 
need to make subjective judgements, but seeks to use the best 
available techniques of budget analysis, stating their limita
tions, and to provide the decision maker with recommenda
tions based on as objective an an3!ysis as possible. In practice 

I 
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the experiments in programme budgeting, not only in Ireland 
but elsewhere, have been widely criticised. The question, bow· 
ever, is why this is so. Is it because of a fundamental 
inappropriateness of programme budgeting to public sector 
problems? If so, why have similar concepts become increasing· 
ly accepted in the private sector as an intellectual approach 
towards problem solving and goal attaining? It is suggested 
that, as well as the inevitable resistance to change common to 
all humanity, it is the lack of information required to imple. 
ment programme budgeting that is the problem. If so, the first 
requirements, before programme approaches to budgets can 
be considered, is the development of suitable information 
systems with suitable data bases. In general, the initial benefit 
to be derived from programme budgeting may be the identi· 
fication of gaps in existing data collection procedures. More 
specifically, the whole area of data bases .an<! information 
processing is critical to the implementation of programme 
budgeting with its links between the policy making role of 
establishing goals/objectives and general strategies and the 
executive role of preparing detailed strategies or programmes 
and implementing these to ensure achievement of goals and 
objectives. . 

Line-item budgeting circumscribes the potential of account
ing systems and, more generally, information systems in the 
public sector to provide information for planning and control; 
but it is not eliminated, particularly in the area of control. It 
would also be wrong to suggest that in the private sector the 
organisation'S accounting system is the only source of infor
mation for planning and control. This is particularly so where 
policy and control measures must be set in terms of interme
diate objectives - for example, establishing"quality standards 
by reference to a tolerable level of returns from customers 
and obtaining feedback by controlling ¥tual virsus budgeted 
returns. In general, greater use of financial data fQ! planning 
and control is possible in the private sector but o~y because 
the objectives of planning and control can be rel(ltea..,more 
frequently to the end objective of profitability. But ,:"h'en .a 
commercial or industrial company commences to .spec\fy 
targets of performance for m\lch more junior levels of manage' 
'ment - whether management control or more ol>viously in 
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relation to operational control - it is increasingly unable to 
speCify those taigets in terms of their effect on the end 
oh~ctive 9f profitability and instead extensive use is made of 
intel'll1ediate .objectives, "frequently expressed in non-financial 
terms~~n the 'public sector, the reliance on intermediate 
measures,is Ijkely to be lI!ore pervasive for reasons stated 
earlier. H6'Vever, line-item budgeting and its direct links to 
parliamentllI)< control should not of themselves be an impen
etrable barrier',!o the consideration of information systems 
appropriate to implementing a more comprehensive system 
of accountability in the public sector and at least partial 
achievement of the general aims of the Devlin Report. 

Control information 
Information, for control purposes, can include the effective
ness or the efficiency of task performance. Effectiveness con
centrates on whether the programmed task was achieved 
while efficiency compares the output and the input. In the 
public sector, control of effectiveness largely revolves around 
control of spending. Control of efficiency of expenditure is 
rarely possible at present but would be an integral part of the 
concept of a more managerially·oriented public service envis
aged by the Devlin Report. 

Control of spending 
An information system for control of spending seeks to 
provide information during the financial year regarding spend
ing to date, the remaining portions of agreed budgets to be 
spent, how this compares with onginal plans, and the profile 
of spending during say, each month. The information must 
be available sufficiently quickly to enable the remedial action, 
if necessary, to be taken. It should also be sufficiently detailed 
to allow, for example, variance analysis separating price and 
volume effects including allowances for inflationary increases 
in the standard base. Rolling budgets for the next twelve 
months (based on continuation of existing programmes) are 
another possibility involving a more active management of 
expenditure rather than simple regulation of expenditure. 
Control of spending is the dominant feature of present 
control procedures in most of the public sector, although the 
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sophistication of this control and its willingness to use modem 
concepts such as rolling budgets may be questioned. Further· 
more, whether an administratively.oriented or managerially. 
oriented approach to control based on a goal attaining view 
of management is used, the need for control of spending 
against budgeted targets is obvious. What is different about a 
goal attaining system is its focus on previously determined 
policies and the need for specific feedback on the progress of 
strategies being implemented to fulfil these policies. Under 
this approach control of the efficiency of expenditure 
becomes the dominant criterion in designing a control system. 

Control of efficiency 
The control of the efficiency of expenditure follows from a 
sequence of decisions which initially specifies goals/objectives 
and strategies and which are followed by implementation of 
these strategies creating a basis of accountability, and a need 
for management control information. The focus of such a 
system is the consideration of those key factors whi~h deter· 
mine success or failure in achieving the organisation's role in 
society. If success or failure is measurable by reference to the 
end objective of profitability, then the measurement of profit
ability as a key variable of control will probably involve 
comparison of budgeted versus actual profits. If only measur
able by reference to an irite~ediate objective then the key 
variables for me~uring performance will probably be some 
intermediate or intervening variables. In the private sector 
end·result variables can more frequently be used as key vari
ables, but extensive reference to intervening variables will 
nevertheless be a feature of lower level ,management control 
and operational control. In tJ:1e public ,sector, intervening 
variables will be the rule in defining key variables. 

The problem which emerges is ho'X to bl'4>g a sufficient 
degree of creativity to bear on jdentifying the f~ctors which 
are critical to the achievement of the stated or implicit objec
tives of expenditures. This'problem is more acute in i~e public 
sector but it is fundamentally only a problem of·4egree and 
of scale given the role of the public sector and the vat;iety of 
its activities. ,,' ~~ '\ 

By way of example, consider a company engaged ,in the 

, I 
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man).lfacture and marketing ofladies' cosmetics and concerned 
,y.'ith improving the overall impact of its management control 
systems> While profitability is an obvious end-result variable, 
the :Compllny might -decide that its marketing activities are 
criti<:aI to its success or failure; in other words, market factors 
will pr";svid..e tho;e key variables which must be satisfactorily 
managed "if the company is to achieve its end objective of 
profitability, These key variables may be measured either 
directly, or irlrlirectly by means of some surrogate measure. 
What is essential>Q.owever, is that key variables have an impor' 
tant impact on end-result variables, they are capable of being 
measured, and changes in the variables are not easy to predict, 
so that prompt remedial action is both possible and necessary. 

In our cosmetics company, market share, key account 
orders (orders from important customers, and customer satis
faction might be key variables. In a life assurance company 
the development of new agents, control of clerical costs and 
innovation in designing new types of policy might be key 
variables. Generally, companies are considered to have no 
more than five or six such operational key variables at top 
management level. These are likely to be grouped either in 
the general area of marketing or on the production/technology 
or administration side of a company where factors such as 
capacity utilisation, raw material utilisation or administration 
costs are the dominant variables determining ultimate success 
or failure. Finally it should be noted that while the key vari· 
abies of market share and key account orders can be measured 
directly by reference to industry and company statistics and 
internal sales data, the key variable of customer satisfaction 
can onfy be measured indirectly by a surrogate measure such 
as customer relations or complaints from customers. 

Control information in the public sector 
While it is recognised that the absence of a clearly specifiable
objective in public sector management is a real problem, it 
may also be the case that this difficulty is used as an excuse 
for inertia where a great deal. could be done in specifying 
objectives and related key variables for the monitoring of 
strategies to achieve these objectives. The reader may well ask 
himself 'what are the key items of information needed to 

, 
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control key variables in, say, the Department of Foreign 
Affairs? What information should be systematically . and 
frequently obtained from diplomatic missions in order to 
improve the impact of Ireland's overseas representation? 
Regarding say the Department of Health, what information 
should be systematically and frequently reported regarding 
the previously established objectives of hospitals? Should 
objectives such as patient care or keeping within maximum 
cost allowances be among the key variables studied? Key 
variables in this situation might perhaps be related to bed 
days occupied for different categories of illness. capacity 
utilisation or daily costs per patient day per patient category. 
Much work has been done in the USA to define criteria for 
measuring key variables in health care with a view to establish· 
ing minimum cost of health care within defined quality 
standards. For example, a group of private nursing homes in 
the USA, which has identified administration and nursing 
costs as key variables, requires a weekly report showing the 
number of hours worked per patient category per day by job 
classification for each home. 

Conclusions 
L Without major changes in attitudes towards task perfor. 
mance and more specifically the adoption of a managerial 
rather than an administrative role throughout the public sec· 
tor, the implementation of the goal attaining approach to 
organisation. development as envisaged in the Devlin Report 
will not be possible. 
2. An integral part of the goal attaining approach to organisa· 
tion development is a different focus on accountability, 
which in tum presupposes the identification of key variables 
which influence the success or failure of an o;:ganisation. This 
concentration on key variables focuses on the efficiency of 
task performance as opposed to the more traditional,focus on 
effectiveness of performance. While some progress c;:an be 
made in implementing the concept of key variables' .even 
within a formal structure approach to organisation develop
ment, the major impact would come within a fully·accepted,. 
goal attaining approach to organisation. 
3. A dramatic expansion in the scope of information systems / 
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..:z in the ,public sector i. a crucial 'precondition for developing 
~form ... tion for goal/objectives and strategy formulation and 
the management. control involved in the implementation of 
strategies, 
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Annals 

Ireland in the Year 2000 
Those who ruminate on the future course of civilisation can be usefully 
assigned to one of two schools - the progressives and the pessimists. 
The former (of whom Marx and Hegel are the best secular examples) 
see history as the slow evolution towards a better future. The going 
may be hard and bloody hut the terminus is fine. The latter do not have 
such happy expectations. For them (e.g. Machiavelli, Vico) the move
ment of history is at best cyclical: the attainment of a reasonably satis
factory state of affairs presages an inevitable decline into chaos. 

The progressives assume that social behaviour can be explained in 
law-like terms or as the articulation of deep 'structures', They believe 
human beings are essentially good. The pessimists see societies as fragile 
constructions endangered from within by the innate selfishness of 
humans and exposed to the outrageous blows of fortune. But this mode 
of categorising futurologists did not prove very useful at a recent con
ference 'Ireland -in the year 2000',held in Maynooth on 16-18 Septem
ber 1980. The conference was organised by An Foras Forbartha with 
the support of the National Board for Science and Technology. Both 
organisations are to be cbngratulated. It is nice to see state-sponsored 
bodies in research and development aware of their responsibility to 
disseminate findings and provoke discussion. 

The conference was the by-product of a colloquy on Ireland in the 
year 2000 held in Kilkea Castle in February 1980. Twelve persons, 
each an authority in a particular field. were invited to that colloquy. 
The papers they produced for that occasion ~ere the basis for' the 
conference in Maynooth. The patticip&lt.s heard tfte... authors speak on 
their papers and they had an opportunitY·.to discuss"rhat they heard 
in workshops. The papers discussed were: ' 

A Pre Over-View 
Govqnment and Administration 
Values: Individual and Social 

T. Walsh' 
T. J. Barrington* 
L. Ryan* 

" '. 
., 

*Thele papers are published together under the title Jreland in the YfQr 2QQQ. 
(Dublin: An Fo,", Forbartha, 1980) 1R£2.50. ., 
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Population~ Employment, Leisure 
\Science, Technology.and Education 
R~gional Development 
Ur~Form 
The Physical Environment and 

Implications for the Year 2000 
Energy aile!. Natural Resources 
Industry in Ireland Today 
Agriculture and Rural Life 
Trends to the Year 2000 - The 

Industrial Sectdr 
Rapporteurs' Report on the 

Kilkea Colloquy 
Transport 
Initiatives and Technology Innovations 

B. M. Walsh" 
E. M. Walsh" 
H. O'Neill" 
D. Stewart'" 

W. K. Downey· 
N. Gillatt* 
P. White'" 
P. Commins· 

L. Connel1an '" 
G. Walker, K. Mawhinney and 

M. Healy" 
B. Feeney 
R.J. Nichol 

Taken together these papers must be a most useful aid to the policy
maker as she tries to chart a future course. 

It was difficult to assign the speakers to one or other of the schools 
defined above. Part of the difficul~ arose because twenty years is a 
tiny period in the time scale of a society's evolution. Our uncertainty 
about what things will be like in twenty years' time is in large measure 
a result of our ignorance of our society's condition today. ComiC' 
quently, the papers consisted of accounts of how things are with the 
assumption that they would be more so twenty years on. Certainly. 
there was no disclluion of the dynamics at work shaping civilisation. 
Nonetheless the future was very much present at Maynooth. It was 
there as a great treat in store for us,. But the speakers (and the partici
pants) were anxious to poiht out that it could be denied us. The general 
orientation was progressive: technology ordains that a happy future is 
our destiny. But 'social factors' could cheat us of this happiness. 
Though no one actually said it, the prevailing belief appeared to be that 
individuals were not up to the technology which would guide their 
affairs: recalcitrant civil servants block the refonn' required if the 
public sector is to effectively plan USi selfish workers demand ruinously 
high wages and distort the labour market; people everywhere are in
dividualistic, given to sectional interests and altogether unplannable. 
The pessimists' dire view of human nature was thus joined with the 
progressives' belief in the possibility of progress. 

John-Baptist Vico saw the history of a nation as a movement 
through three cycles - the age of gods, the age of heroes, and the age of 
men. The last cycle is characterised by a rational system of law in which 
there are equal rights for all. The centrifugal forces of greed and passion 
eventually puU this social fabric apart. In the dark times of its dissolu
tion people look to the gods for the authority to rescue them. Not 
mappropriately, faint echoes of this could be heard in Maynooth. 
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Public Service Advisory Council - Report No 6 for year cnded 31 
October 1979 
The Devlin Report (1969) recommended the establishment of a public 
service advisory council because, as it put it, 

the reorganisation of the public service and its subsequent main
tenance at the highest possible level of efficiency is a matter of 
such great public interest that it must be subject to a dynamic for 
adaptation from outside and it must be seen to be continuously 
adapting itself (14.1.6). 

In due course the Public Service Advisory Council (PSAC) was estab
lished under the Ministers and Secretaries (Amendment) Act 1973 'to 
advise the Minister on the organisation of the public service and on' 
matters relating to ... personnd in the public service'. The Council is 
required to report annually within six months of the dose of each year 
which oddly enough runs from November to October - an anomaly 
which the Council might conveniently tenninate. 

The format of PSAC reports over the six years of its existence has 
become familiar: a short and ·often somewhat deprecatory. repott by .the 
Council covers an equally short factual report from the DPSj together 
these run to thirty-six octavo pages in the latest edition. Is it the COD

venience of reporting to a Council rather than direct to a Minister 
which induces the DPS to report. in this summary fashion? The contrast 
with the amplitude of the latest Foras Forbartha report just to handjs 
very marked. The DPS report offers little in the way of quantification 
either as to targets or results which would assist yearly comparisons 
of progress and not much either in the way of analytic discourse on the 
problems of the day. Granted that much of personnel management, 
especially in · the public domain, depends on free negotiation, on the 
voluntary responses of groups arid individuals, and indeed on political 
commitment, even so we would welcome a more robust and a more 
infonnative document. For instance, publ\c service pay, which is by 
far the most important single issue facing the DPS, gets only cursory 
mention towards the end. 

Perhaps of greater concern is the fact that in both reports the Devlin 
model for public service reorganisatioi'l' is to a cons'i4erable extent taken 
for granted. We wonder why. Certainly it can be held that as a descrip
tive and analytic exercise that report was well receiv)d by -those who 
took the trouble to read it. even if there was in aD probability a Jarge 
body of diisent or disbelief among those who merely scanne~ the head
Jines. It must be said too that its criticisms of the existing.. or~e1'< - in 
most respects the old order in a slow process of .... evolution ""'" were 
ttenchant and well-founded. However, it is on the merits .Q.f the report 
as a prescriptive exercise that there evidently has been more misgiying. 
particularly on the -central issue of the kind of public · . se.qric~ it 
favoured. To the basic question - what sort of public service best,.meets· 
the needs of society at large? - the Devlin response was to harp-on the 
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thetn~e of unity, a brave and conceivably worthy cause certainly but, 
'with the decline and fall of central planning, a currently unfashionable 
~,!e, ' 

"l;}1is issue is not an easy ODe to clarify in the space of a shortish 
revie~ufwc:'rni&!:tt pursue it a little further. Debate on public service 
reorg;ullsatipll in democratic societies ranges over a wide spectrum of 
political ~ organis,:tional values. For convenience we might stake out 
two of the Plore sizable camps. In the first there are those whose 
politics runs al~ng iliat liberal line which is supported at various points 
by sUqt ideas 'as decentralisation. entrepreneurial freedom, social 
partnership,., plura.lism and so on. A part, but only a small part, of this 
range of ideas is spdken for in the O'Regan Report (1980): NESC No 
49. In the other camp we should place those whoSe ideas run pretty 
much in the opposite 'direction, though no doubt there is much 
common ground between them. Those in the second camp lay emphasis 
on the supremacy of government for the good and sufficient reason, as 
they see it, that policy decisions in the public domain should be taken 
by people elected for that purpose. However, it must be added that the 
cogency of this direct appeal to' democracy diminishes when we recall 
how often the question: Who are tIle decision-makers? - arises in this 
debate and how complicated are the answers that are given. Anyhow 
'the problem with the Devlin Report is that we cannot be sure to which 
camp it belongs. It canDot be offered as a defence that it belongs to 
neither since a reorganisation report which suppressed all political 
values would be useless. Actually it tried to have it both ways: in 
theory it was almost certainly in the first camp but Wlfortunately in 
practice it seemed to busy itself with supporting and fabricating the 
technocratic framework of the second. As one example, there WaJ the 
recommendation to bring the non-commercial state agencies within the 
(new) civil service. Even if we grant that a useful managerial distinction 
can be drawn between commercial and non-commerci~ agencies and 
indeed that there is a special dispensation to protect the univenities 
from take-over - and neither proposition is logically secure - that 
recommendation must seem strangely East Europeanish in tendency, 
though surely that was not its intent. 

In that respect the report read the times badly. It is obvious now 
that the tide has been moving the other way. Not only are we setting up 
new state agencies year by year to provide new services, but we are 
taking out of the civil service long established services. The same goes 
on elsewhere. In Britain commissions and committees of inquiry 
consistently advocate special agencies for new services rather than give 
them to departments or local authorities. It is true that there is no 
coherent body of argument to explain or justify this doctrinal shift in 
public administration nor is there any ' serious attempt to impose a 
consistent pattern on the agenCies which proliferate aJ a result of it. 
No doubt there is a crisis of lucidity, but there is none of basic resolve. 
Lambrechts. writing of Belgium. points out that: 
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functional decentralisation by services has long been practised by 
the State, the provinces and the communes. It hu been particu
larly frequent between the two World Wars and during .the last 
twenty years so that there is a semi-public sector comprising a 
variety of institutions whose administrative law system differs 
from that applied to the government services .... The develop
ment of semi-public institutions is linked to the gradual increase 
of the State's social and economic action. To meet social needs, 
the authoritative traditional methods that were no longer in 
keeping with present conditions had to be departed from. This 
created some uncertainty. but assisted democratisation and the 
participation of interest groups, even though the system was 
ill-controlled. (International Review of Administrative Sciences, 
No 4 0/1979) 

Other European countries report a similar trend. Its causes appear 
to be two·fold: first, the need to redefine the nature of government 
and of public enterprise in the modem democratic state (the old 
doctrine of ministerial responsibility and of a unitary system of public 
service has to be drastically , recast) and, second, there is growing recog
nition of the fact that departments in the main have never been and 
cannot become genuinely execptive bodies; their strength lies in regula
tion and supervision, in drafting incentives and framing prohibitions, in 
holding down (as well as holding together) a governable society. 

Of course "the creation of a large semi-public sector, while it eases 
the problem of congestion at the centre, creates other problems -
problems of definition, of accountability I and of sheer complexity 
whicp must affront not only the tidy-minded but all who are concerned 
with how the system works. Lambrechts points to 'the inconsistency of 
a system which places social research and economic institutions in the 
same category as the national orchestra'. Even so, it is a moot point 
whether these problems are any different in kind or even in degree from 
those which keep on cropping up in traditional civil service systems. 
Incidentally the admirable editorial in Public Administration (Winter 
1979) on this theme is hardly correct in holding that concern over the 
proliferation of state agencies and the absence of defined categories are 
problems peculiar to Brita.in. Belgium as we have s<:en is a case in point 
to the contrary and in the US public ~ admini:rtrdt\0n scholars ' have 
long been pointing to the risk of regulatory agenCies becoming the 
captives of their client groups. But on this score, are there not glaring 
problems here for example, in education. in animal disease control, 
even within the civil service system? . t, 

To sum up, the question of hiving off either new or existiil'g public 
services from the civil service opens up a great and challenging prost?'ect 
in public administration. The reports of the PSAC have had remarkably 
little to say on that topic. The latest one states blandly that 'the advan,
tages and disadvantages of the state-sponsored 'body and executive' 
office form of organisation are, in our view, evenly balanced: wI? 
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welcome-- the decision to accept the main principle of devolution' 
"(para .• .2.2.6) - this in reference to the government decision to set up 
eit~r statutory ~~ompanies or statutory corporations for postal and 
tele~om!llunications servicc~, a proposal which plainly takes no heed 
whatever of the Devlin model. The DPS report mentions (para 2.7 .18) 
an on-~ng research project entitled ·Comparative Study of the Struc
tural Characteristics of State-Sponsored Bodies', Perhaps one might 
indulge thc'\qope that th~ presentation of this: research report will set 
the scene for a more fundamental rc.-cxamination of varied modeb of 
public service reorgani;ati~n, an exercise Of high priority which the 
PSAC has 5he. autft~rity and the command of resources to initiate and 
sustain. Another pac,setter on ~e scene is (as I write) the recently 
formed inner committee of 88B chairmen and chief executives under 
David Kennedy. Notable also is the varied response to the Green Paper 
on P & T. We welcome these freshening winds of change. 

William Smyth 



Book Reviews 

POWER, AUTHORITY AND RESPONSIBIUTY IN SOCIAL SER· 
VICES. Malcolm Payne. Macmillan Press, 1979.253 pp. £5.50. -

Review by Patricia Brown 

Patricia Brown is assistant lecturer in the School of Public Administra· 
tion, in the Institute of Public Admillistration. 

Written by a one time social work practitioner, now lecturer in social 
work, this study provides an inside view of the practice of social work 
in the local authority setting. However, it does far more than this; in 
analysing social work practice in this context, Payne illuminates general 
issues and problems which confront the social work profeuion in any 
large scale organisation. 

The book is divided into three main sections: part one dealing with 
the organisational setting of social service departments (SSDs);, part 
two focusing mo:re specifically upon the actual practice of social work, 
and a third concluding section summansing the approach of the book. 

The main strength of this book, is its treatment of the organisational 
setting of SSDs. In part one Payne gives an excellent account of the 
organisational and policy changes which were initiated in the Seebohm 
Report (1968). The practical significance of these changes is highlighted 
in chapter one where Payne discusses the different orientations of.local 
authority welfare ~orken and professional social work en and their 
integration. , 

The main theme of chapter 2 is organisational siz,e. In this chapter 
Payne provides an analysis of SSDs using conventional. organisational 
theory and he identifies the problems and constraints imposed upon 
the practice of social work in a large scaJe public burc:auoracy. How
ever, he also discusses lome of the opportuniti~s wll.ich suc~ a -work 
setting can offer. Examples of constraints include:. the unrespQ..nsive
ness of large-scale organisations to change for the needs of clien~ana 
the lack of alternatives when all welfare aetivities a!e centraliiedi.'On 
the positive side Payne draws attention to the advantage of havipg .the, , . , 
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backing of a large and powerful organisation, a larger pool of resources 
\ to ~r'aw upon and greater scope for personal development of staff. 

:tlaving' identified potential advantages and disadvantages, Payne relates 
.his analysis more specifically. to particular aspects of social work and 
its effectiveness in the SSD areas. 

Chapter 3 convincingly argues that- the local authority structure is 
the most ,appropriate setting for social work practice. Payne identifies 
the main Issues which confront social work in this setting, and the 
major one, of course-, is · the question of control and autonomy. Auto
nomy is affected by the competing interests of the politician, admini
strator and sociahworkerj the local authority unions and associations; 
central government and the management system of local authorities. 

Chapter 4 raises what must be a thorny issue for many social 
workers, Lt:. the concept of statutory responsibility . This tends to be 
seen by social worken themselves as the cumbersome system of ad
ministrative rules which hinder and slow down effective work. While 
taking account of this view, Payne proceeds to uncover the very many 
sensible- and practical reasons for a system of coded rules and, in 
particular, the advantage to clients. 

The final chapter in part one examines in greater detail the relation
ships between the SSDs and their ~community base . Thil chapter is 
largely concerned with the effectiveness of the area team structure in 
monitoring and responding to community needs. Here 'Payne em
phasises a very important problem - the different perceptions of com
munity need and, in particular, the difference between area managers' 
and field workers' perct:ptions. 

Whi'le part one of this book is broader in its appeal, and thus as 
interesting to social policy makers and administrators as to social 
workers. part two is more narrowly focused and is really written for 
the field worker. It does however 'deal with the overall theme in that 
it suggests ways in which the bw-eaucratic rigidity of the SSD can 
hinder effective work, but Payne also discusses ways in which this 
rigidity can be modified by the social work approach. 

Paynt: describes the internal functions of area teams. laying em· 
phasis o n goal delmition and approaches to team work. In part two 
also, the consequences of the generic focus of the Seebohm reorganisa
tion are examined. Payne demonstrates the intended and unintended 
consequences of this emphasis. (Once again his analysis is very much 
within the framework of organisational theory). One important un
intended consequence identified by Payne is the role conflict experi
enced by professionals within the · organisation who have difficulty 
reconciling' their dual role as members of the organisation and as 
professionals; for example, generic practice may lead to greater organi
sational dficiency but it may not, on the other band, be acceptable 
professional practice. 

Overall this is a very useful handbook fo r the administrato r and 
professional staff of SSD area teams, and while it is largely based on the 
British experience (post Seebohm) it does highlight problems w~ich 
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Irish social workers arc beginning to experience because the statutory 
authorities are now their main employers. 

THE IRISH HOUSING SYSTEM: A CRITICAL OVERVIEW. T. J. 
Baker and L. M. O'Brien. Dublin: ESRI, April 1979. Broadsheet No.I7. 
272 pp.IR.£4.50. 

Review by A. McCashin 

A. McCashin is lecturer in social administration at University College 
Cork. 

This overall review of the Irish housing system takes a refreshingly 
different look at this area. Traditionally policy makers. and to a lesser 
extent researchers, have concentrated on isolated, individual aspect! of 
the entire system such as the presumed need for additional housing, the 
waiting lists for municipal authorities' housing or the alleged maltreat
ment of tenants. The authors however did not become captives of the 
complex interdependence of the various aspects of the system, because 
they applied a reasonably consistent framework of analysis in their 
scrutiny of the different aspects of the system. 

As a starting point the twin concepts of equity and efficiency are 
devc:loped. Efficiency is defined as the maximum use of existing resour
ces in meeting the ~references of the users of the system (and not as tho 
'best' or 'cheapest' way of providing for certain arbitrarily defined 
needs) . Equity is then concerned with the distribution of preference 
between various groups and sectors. Following this introductory concep
tuaJ discussion, the authors provide in chapter 2 a somewhat superficial 
discussion on the nature of the housing system and proceed from there 
to the main body of the analysis. 

Separate chapters are devoted to the four main housing sectors (local 
authority , owner occupied, non-controlled private rented, and controlled 
private rented) and an additional chapter is devoted to the periphery pf 
the system. A number of common factors are discussed in these analyses 
of the main sectors; security of tenure, freedoip of behaviour, mobility, 
housing costs, entry to the sector. ,The analysis of the main sectors is 
followed by a chapter on the periphery of the hau~g system (tempor
ary accommodation, hostels, mobile dwellings, etc.}~d by subsequent 
chapters on the provision of new housing an~ olJ household characteris
tics - the latter based on the limited .official statistiCs, available. An 
assessment of the system is given in the second last chapter' and the final 
chapter contains recommendations for poJi~ and research~ " 

Your reviewer refuses to reveal the recQ}11mendations madc:t in the 
study and instead encourages readers to study the report in detail,"\yhi,ch 
is written with admirable clarity and conciseness. One point of criticism 
of the analysis is that the authors fail at times to distinguish -between 
different types of equity. For instl!Jlce in their discussion of ,rno~tgag'e 
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interest' tax relief, the authors argue 'that it is not repressive since, at 
times ~f inflation, large mortgages tend to be held not by the purchasers 
of\the hugest or best houses but by the most recent purchasers of almost 
any ~ort .o(house. They the~ argue that the tax relief may be 'positively 
redisftibutive~ aiding the younger householders paying a large share of 
their in~m~ on DOUSing. In equity lenns this might be regarded as 
horizontal redistribution between families at different tltages of the life 
cycle or at (jitferent points in the sequence of the house purchase, but 
from the pairit of' view of social policy it is of greater importance to 
look at the vertif-al redistribution between socio--economic groups or 
social dasses. Looked at from this poir~t of view, tax reJief does nothing 
to assist those incre"?tsing numbers whose incomes are so low that in an 
inflationary period, they are unable to save the deposit for house 
purchase, forcing them to avail of the totally unsubsidised private rented 
sector or the local authority sector where family circumstances and 
other criteria allow. Addjtion~lly, the authors may have been somewhat 
casual in recommending owner-occupation (as the most suitable basic 
tenure form especially for family households', in view of the issues raised 
in their" analysis of the sector (difficulty of entry and costs). Finally, 
some attempt could have been made ",to relate housing data to data on 
aspects of social conditions (popUlation structure, employment, social 
class) and this would have facilitated a discussion on the important 
connection between housing and urban deprivation. 

'Overall, the report is a valuable contribution to our understanding of 
the housing system, and the style and presentation make it accessible to 
specialists and lay persons alike. 

THE HOUSES OF THE OIREACHTAS. J. McGowan Smyth. Dublin: 
IPA, 1979. 4th edition. 61 pp.Ir.£2.97. 

Review by D. Roche 

D. Roche is lecturer in public administration at University College 
Dublin. -

Henry St John Viscount Bilinbroke in The Spirit of Patriotism, pub. 
lished in 1742, said that, 'parliaments are not only, what they always 
were, essential parts of our Constitution, but essential parts of our 
administration too. They do not claim the executive power: No. But 
the executive power cannot be exercised without their annual concur
rence.' Despite the essential part played by the houses of the Oireachtas 
in our COristitution, we in Ireland have made little effort to appraise 
critically or even to understand the operations of the houses of the 
Oireachtas. . 

Jack McGowan {)myth's The Hou.ses of the Oireachtas. first pub
lished in 1961 and now in its fourth edition, provides the reader with 
an invaluable insight into the operation and organisation of both 
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houses of the Irish parliament. McGowan Smyth·s brief book descnllcs 
the rules covering composition of both Dill and Sean ad, eligibility for 
elections, the powers of the legislature in relation to state finance and 
to the executive. It also contains a useful descriptive chapter on the 
committees of both houses and some brief statistical material on busi
ness transacted in both houses during the period 1969 to 1978. From 
the factual point of view the book is excellent. It is packed with in
formation and is, if a little arid in spots. readable. 

However. for all its merits the book suffers from a major failing; it 
concentrates on stating the de jure position in relation to both houses, 
and no serious effort is made at establishing the de facto position. This 
would offend only the most serious student of the Irish administrative, 
political or parliamentary institutions if the gap between the de jure 
and de facto positions were not a wide one. However J the gap between 
the theory and practice in the case of the Irish parliament is not so 
much a crack as a yawning chasm which requires analysis and demands 
explanation. The Irish parliament is a uniquely weak parliamentary 
institution. The growth in the strength of the executive in this country 
has been counterpointed by a drain of authority and strength of our 
parliament. 

Over the years the Dail and Seanad have been increasingly under
mined; their members are poorly paid, are provided with only minimal 
secretarial staff, virtually no research staff and operate in extremely 
cramped conditions. Moreover J the organisation of parliamentary busi
ness and time is haphazard. In addition both houses have failed to 
develop an effective committee system. Government is allowed a 
virtually free hand in its operation and as a consequence has shown an 
increasing disregard for the parliament, and last, but by no means least, 
,both houses suffer from an excess df narrow, gladiatorial:~tyle party poli
tics. These views are not solely those of the reviewer; members of the 
Dill and Seanad from all the majqr political parties have been equally 
and, on occasion, more critical. Yet" one Jinds not one word of criticism 
or critical analysis in McGowan Smyth's 'pook; nor does one find any 
suggestion that all is far from well in Leinster House. 

It can of coune be argued that McGowan ,Smyth's book is simply a 
descriptive essay on the houses of the Oireachtas and as such the more 
controversial issue of how well tho,e houles operate should be ex
cluded. However, to argue this line is to lose sight of t,!te essential feature 
of the Irish parliament and that is that its de facto PQsition is $0 weak 
that its de jure status is barely relevant. . 

, 
IRISH ITINERANTS, SOME DEMOGRAPmC, ECONOMl.C AND 
EDUCATIONAL ASPECTS. M. Dempsey and R. ·C. Geary. 'Dublin, 
ESRI, 1979. Broadsheet No. 18. 40 pp. '. 

This short report contains Bome interesting statistical data on itinerants 
in Ireland, based on the admittedly limited surveys and censuses carried .... 
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.....( ~ut'" to .. date. Some of the data show 'unsurprising high levels of infant 
I{l0rta¥ty and low life expectancy. Despite these factors, their numbers 
Me Jhcr~asjng. It ~seemSt for instance. that the rate of growth of the 
itinqant population is phenomenal- 7.5 per cent annual growth in the 
number of. families during 1973-77. and that the proportion living on 
the road~de is slowly but continuously declining. 

Beyon(1 "the statistida.l material however there is little of interest to 
the policy res~archer. social worker or service administrator. The reviewer 
had hoped to find a systematic 'attempt to describe existing policies and 
practices an'd to C\valuate attainment against objectives. The authors, in 
adhering to purely.. statistical data, limited greatly the scope of what 
they could"say. A more wide ranging methodology t including fieldwork, 
could have added signilicantly to our understanding of this continuing 
problem. 

A.MeG. 

GOVERNMENT AND ADMINISTRATION IN WESTERN EUROPE. 
F. F. Ridley (ed.) London: Martin Robertson, 1979. 244 pp. 

This excellent little textbook brings i together a series of essentially 
descriptive essays by academic specia1.l.sts on the governmental appara
tuses of some of the major west European nation--states. The countries 
covered are the United Kingdom, France, Federal Gennany, Italy, 
Belgium and the Netherlands. An introductory chapter by the editor 
attempts, with mixed success, to draw out some unifying themes. Quite 
rightly, the editor emphasises what many political scientists have tended 
tOo deemphasisc until relatively recently: the independent importance of 
understanding the political process by which governmental decisions are 
made and implemented. The study' of politics has often tended to 
become the study of 'inputs' made to the political system, or the 
examination of the process by which'demands are made on government, 
and the process by which politicians and civil servants respond to such 
demands has tended to be neglected. In fact, the administration is at 
the centre of the conversion process by which political proposals are 
translated into governmental action or inaction. This collection of essays 
is a useful vehicle for the popularisation of this simple, if often neglected, 
view of the political process. 

T. G. 
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PROBLEMS OF MANAGEMENT IN A DEVELOPING ENVIRON· 
MENT: THE CASE OF TANZANIA. (State Enterprise, between 1967 
to 1975), M.S.S. El·Namaki. Amsterdam: North·Holland P~Qlishing 
Company, 1979. XVI + 269 pp. Bibliography pp. 261·269. 

The research reported in this book is an inquiry into the compliance of 
management pr!,cesses and functions in a developing country with 
those norms generally accepted in. among others, American business 
institutions, as measures of managerial productivity and effectiveness. 
The study consists of two paru, the first of which deals with the impact 
on the managerial ,environment in ,Tanzania of economic, political, 
socia-cultural and technological factors and from this draws an outline 
of an environmental model of a developing country. Part two deals with 
problems involved in the process of management of Tanzanian enter
prises and follows a functional line with some emphasis on business 
policies - chapters cover bU!lineS!I planning, objectives. policies, deci
sions and con~rol. The study is \argely confined to four organisations 
which have dominated the trade and.. industtial sectors of the Tanzanian 
economy since 1967 - the State Trading Corporation, the Board of 
Internal Trade. the National Development Corporation and the National 
Textiles Corporation. . 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT - IS IT MANAGEABLE? A critical and up
to-date assessment of local government operations with examples and 
explanations. L. Gordon-Bayley. Oxford: Pergam~n Press, 1979. viii + 
125 pp. " 

. , 
The author of this book is a lecturer at the University of Manchester 
Institute of Science and Technology and has been. since 1966, an 
elected member of three types of local aut40rity ~ He h~ be~ '\.oncerned 
in his working life with management practice apd his~omJtl,ents\~q vari
ous aspects of local government ar. e therefore backed by a~ari.~ty'qf e~
perience. Among aspects of loc.al_governm.ent discus~ed in this bo.Q..][ ~e 
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the 1974 reorganisation of local government; staff selection and staff 
structure"; the roles of the chief executive and of the councillor; the 
rclatiol\ship between councillors and officers; the effectiveness of fin
aD~iiI accountability within local authorities; district-county relations; 
the problems of developing the managerial skills essential for the admin
istration of units of increased size due to the merging of authorities 
since i'9·~4. ather topics discussed are appeals systems for the local 
ratepayer) project planning and the code of conduct. , 

DECENTRALIST, TRENDS IN WESTERN DEMOCRACIES. Edited 
by L.J . Sharpe. London, Sage Publication., 1979. vi + 314 pp. 

'. 
This is a collection of papers arising from a symposium at Nuffidd Colo' 
lege in 1977. An international group of specialists explores aspects of 
devolution, decentralisation and grass roots participation in Norway, 
Italy, America, France, the Federal Republic of Germany and in 
Canada while the editor contributes a review of decentralist mnds in 
western democracies and in the final chapter on modernisation and 
regional relative deprivation deals with the theory of ethnic conflict. 

WAGE POLICIES AND COLLECTIVE BARGAINING DEVELOP. 
MENT!! IN FlNLAND,IRELAND AND NORWAY. Dr John Addison. 
Pari" OECD, 1979. 110 pp. 

1,be experience of three of the smaller European countries with wage 
developments in the context of industrial relations environments and 
anti-inflationary government polici~s is reviewed and analysed in this 
report compiled by Dr John Addison, of the University of Aberdeen. 
The first three chapters present individual-country analyses following 
a standard pattern of discussing ins~itutional arrangements and the 
economic environment followed by sections on experience with incomes 
policy and likely future deve10pmen ls. The concluding section provides a 
brief the!llatic review of the key elements and constraints facing incomes 
policy. 

CONFLICTS IN THE NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE. Edited by 
Keith Barnard and Kenneth Lee. London: Croom HClm.19i'i'. 251 pp. 
Bibliography, pp. 232·247. 

This collection of essays covers a variety of topics in the National 
Health Service - the increased questioning of the dominance of the 
medical profession; problems of patient access and service efficiency 
illustrated by discussion of the Accident and Emergency Department; 
the ability of patients to exert influence through the community health 
councils and pressure groups; worker participation in the hospital ser· 
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vic(:; the problems of the administrator in the health :service; challenges 
and dilemmas in the development of community medicine; and finally 
the inevitability of rationing, choice and political judgement. 

COMMITTEES IN LEGISLATURES: A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS. 
Edited by John D. Lees and Malcolm Shaw. Oxford: Martin Robertson, 
1979. xii + 499 pp. Bibliographies. 

The literature on committee systems in legislatures has been both scarce 
and scattered. This volume describes and analyses committee systems 
in the parliaments of eight countries with individual chapters on the 
United States, Italy, West Gennany, the Philippines, Canada, Britain, 
India and Japan. In the final chapter Malcolm Shaw integrates the 
material from the individual-country studies in a Cl'on-national analysis 
of the broad patterns of committee structure and behaviour. 

ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT IN PUBUC ADMINISTRATION. 
(2 vols). Part 1: Organisation Development Properties and Public Sector 
Feature •. Part 2: Public Sector Applications of Organisation Develop
ment Technology. Edited by R. T. Golembiewoki and W. B. Eddy. 
New York, Basel: Marcel Dekker, 1978. viii + 268 pp. and x + 326 pp. 

This two-volume collection of readings consists of papers dealing with 
organisation development (00) as it is applied specifically to public 
agencies with editorial comment confined to a short Dpening section in 
each volume. In volume onc the papers deal with descriptions and>. 
deimitions of OD, ethical and value iuues, OD processes, and the ques
tion of constraints and motivations in the use of OD in public agencies. 
The papers in volume two illustrate the range of designs available, with 
examples of OD applications in specific agencies. 

GUIDE TO THE IRISH HEALTH SERVICE. M. Gormley. Galway: 
Emerald Printers, 1980. vi + 140 pp. Bibliography, pp. 113-114. 

In this guide the author's concern is to provide . , clear presentation 
of the basic principles and criteria upon which decisibns in the admini
stration of the various health services arc based - no easy task. The 
book is arranged in eight chapters the first of which deals with condi
tions for eligibility for the various services. Chapters two~' three and 
four deal with the &Crvices and allowances available for mothers~infants 
and children, for the disabled, and for the aged. In th~ nexJ cli<tRter is 
collected material on welfare, preventive and other servic~s ' incbfding 
the IUpplementary welfare allowance scheme, blind welfare, the public 
health nUTJing service and dental services etc. Chapter six deals with.. 
voluntary and government agencies including the Health E'du~ation 

/ 
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B~Teau. Y.oluntary I{ei\lth Insurance, the General M~dical Services (Pay
m\nts).lloard, the Irish Kidney Association, the National Social Service 
Council ~and Comhairle na nOspideal. Chapter seven on service within 
the BEe cover~ the Sodal Fund and the entitlement of migrant workers 
with ~\note on the structure of the British health service. There is an 
indcl'. a~lilit of tbe prl.cncipal acts and regulations, a bibliography and a 
separate li;t\o£" lables and stati.$tics included in the text . , 
CASE STUDIES ~N PERSONNEL MAN:-\GEMENT. Michael Arm· 
strong. L01\don: Kogan Page, 1979. 206 pp. Stg£5.95. 

This collection of case studies is designed as a companion volume to 
Michael Armstrong's Handbook of Personnel Management Practice 
(1977). The book consists of twelve chapters which follow a stan4-ard 
pattern - a short introduction/summary of an area of personnel man
agement followed by case studies relating to that topic. The case studies 
are designtd to illustrate organisational and individual problems where 
skill is necessary in analysing a situation, in assessing the respective needs 
of an organisation and the groups and individuals involved, and in re
viewing procedures to reach what is on balance the optimum solution. 
Topics included are the role and organisation of the personnel function, 
organisation development, recruitmentland selection, manpower plan
ning, training, management development and performance appraisal. 

THE MACHINERY OF GOVERNMENT PROBLEMS. Christopher 
Hood. Glasgow: University of Strathclyde, Centre for the Study of 
Public Policy, 1979. ii + 33 pp. (Studies in Public Policy No. 28). 

This paper explores the idea that the performance pf government is 
linked to its structural arrangements in a mechanjcal w'ay. The hypo
thesis is examined in the context of three aspects of central govern
ment organisation - constitutional variation in agency type, allocation 
of portfolios between departments and the relation of organisational 
structure to environment and type of work. The paper was originally 
presented to a conferenu at the Administrative Staff College, Henley, 
in 1977 and was written in connection with the Social Science Re
search Council-sponsored Machinery of Government Project based 
at the Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of York 
between 1976 and 1979. 

PERSONNEL FOR HEALTH CARE: CASE STUDIES OF EDUCA· 
TIOl\lAL PROGRAMMES. Edited by F. W. Katz and T. Fiilop. Geneva: 
World Health'Organisation, 1978. 206 pp. (World Health Pap·us, 70). 

As part of its programme for health manpow~r development WHO has 
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launched many experiments in the field of multidisciplinary J com
munity-oriented, multiprofessional (team) teaching and the use of pro
fessional schools fOT the training of all categories of health personnel. 
This volume contains descriptions and critical comments by peopJe 
involved in fourteen of these programmes each of which was an attempt 
to introduce modifications to what is commonly practised in educa
tional institutions for health personnel. Several involve the use of exist
ing medical or dental schools to train a variety of levels of heahh per
sonnel, and others, the setting up of new institutions and courses to 
develop health care teams. Countries which hosted the experiments 
include Algeria, Australia, Canada, Hungary, United Republic of 
Cameroon, the Netherlands, Turkey, the United States, Israel and 
Btazil. 

TRAINING IN SMALL GROUPS: a study of five methods. Edited by 
B. Babington Smith and B. A. Farrell. Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1979. 
xii + 144 pp. 

This book is a presentation by a number of British practitioners of what 
they set out to do in trainirig small groups, how they set about it and 
what they thought they achieved, in such a form that comparisons of 
ideas and methods could be made. The five methods included are leader
ship training by John Adair; Coverdale training by John Waterson; the 
study of the small group in an organisational setting by B.W.M. Palmer 
based on work at the Grubb Institute of Behavioural Studies and at the 
Tavistock Institute's Centre for Applied Social Research; small group 
work at Grendon Underwood psychiatric prison by B. Marcus; and 
management development by K. B. Low and J. Bridger based on work 
at the Tavistock Institute. The editors contribute the two final chapters 
in which they consider each of the five methods from philosophical 
and psychological viewpoints. The book appears to have been prepared 
around 1975 and the five authors have contributed postscripts dated 
1978 commenting on later developments. 

DISCLOSURE OF OFFICIAL INFORMATION: A REPORT ON 
OVERSEAS PRACTICE. Civil Servi~ Department. London,: HMSO, 
1979. vi + 56, A150 pp. Bibliography, pp. AI43-AI5b,Stg£4.00. 

This study of the practice of open government was prepar~d following 
the British government's White Paper on Reform of Section 2 of the 
Official Seerets Act 1911 (Cmnd 7285),July 1978. The rep'ort concen
trates primarily on the form of openness through schemes for "a ~tatu· 
tory right of access to information. The report consists of chapters. on 
nine countries - IXnmark, Norway, Sweden, the United States, Cana
da. France, West Germany, the Netherlands and Australia - all of 
which except West Germany either have or are considering statutory 
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,~emes for a right of access. The report ia supplemented by appen-
4ixes, containing many of the documents on which the various systems 
oJ"open government discussed in the report. are based. , 

, , 
MANPOWER lMPUCATlONS OF MICRO·ELECTRONIC TECH· 
NOLOG~ a report by Jonathan Sleigh, Brian Boatwright, Peter Irwin, 
Roger Stanyon. London: HMSO. 1979. X + 110 pp. Stg.£3.50. 

This is the repor~! the Manpower Study Group on Micro-Electronics 
set up in July 19~ by the Department of Employment to jexamine 
the manpower implications of micro-electronic technology up to 1990'. 
The Committee chose a case study approach as opposed to an econo
mic modelling approach for their study. While recognising that the over
all impact of microelectronics on jobs will depend crucially on an 
unforeseeable economic clima~e they concentrated on a description of 
major actual and potential technological developments and their likely 
employment trends. The report is in five parts, the first of which deals 
with the economic background. Parb 11 and III contain detailed analysis 
of employment effects in both the' rnanufacturing and the service sec
ton, with notes on products and problem.! in individual industries 
varying from automation and inatruirtentation products, textiles, gas, 
and automotive industry to banking, railways and the Post Office. 
Part IV concentrates on employment issues -management of innova
tion, constraints of skills shortages, industrial relations, training, the 
work environment etc. Part V consists of a summary, conclusions and 
recommendations. 



The Vital 
Resource ... 

In providing the electriclty service on v.hich the social 
and industrial development of OUT community depends 
the ESB. uses not only our home-based fuel sources 
- turf, coal. water and natural gas - but the most 
important resource of all - our skilled manpO'M2:r. 
OUT business is about people - the people "We serve 
and the people vmo v..ork to provide that service. More 
than 11.000 men and \.VOmen \MJrk in the E.sB. - all 
contributing in their OVJl1 particular way to ensuring that 
electricity is available in the home. factory. farm . shop 
and school. 

It takes a v.lide range of skilled pel"Sf3nnel to 
run a modem electridty service -

engineers. ~accountants. electricians. 
£itters, station operators. line crew.;. 
riggers. instructors. communications 
experts. clerical staff. computer 

people. environmental and 
fisheries staff. to name but some. 
As the needs of the community 
develop and industry 
increases there \Mil be a 
continued need for young 
men and VJOmen to join the 
organisation and so play 
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their in meeting 
energy needs of 
the future . 
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Give aman a fish 
andYQU feed him 
for a day. 

Mis 5.000 years ~oce a Cl'lInese WISe man 
Mote knes ~ke these. They are slililrue inlreland 
~rc AriCO has the task 01 ra~ the sklls 01 
!he IriSh workforce to the highest Internatonai 
standards..AnCO has three programmes through 
WhfCh rtcamesoutthis task:- Tralning for 
indIViduals, Apprentice Training and tn-Company 
training. 

Training lor IndivIduals: Unemployed men 
and women are tramed at AnCO centres IhrouQh 
out the country in factory condihons. under expert 
Instruclorsand with modern machinery.AnCO 
pays \hem a weekly allowance wtrJ le they\eam 
IhO ski"s to earn a ~Vl ng. 

Apprentice Training: AnCO is responsiJle 
lor !he trall'llflg oIappren.tices. Tradillonally 
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Train a man tofish 
and feedhim fora~. 

apprentlCt:S have been ~ workers who learnt 
their trade in tner own cornpanlesand through 
courses at Ihe cQllegesand SChOOls run by !he 
vocational educaHon committees. This Is 10 
contrnue bri l1"1&y..vil1 now have 10 spend a penod 
during their firsl year on IuU lime tralnino at a centre 
run by AnCO.lhelr own company,orlhe V.E.e. 

tn - Company TraIning: AnCOhelps 
companies to prepare and carry oot systematic 
lrainlr,g prografM"les. end provides training for 
lhelr InstruclOrs. The OOjecl is 10 give continuous 
training tathe total industrial WQIl<.force at aa levels 
from seNOr manager 10 opcratrve. 

The nation is investing heaviy in Iralr.ing. 1t is 
only in the years 10 come.lhal its lui benclb wil 
be realised. 

°AnCO 

, 
, 



Helping people lind their WWf around Ireland's airports is ono small 
part 01 our responsibilities. We also see to it thaI all the services 

represented by these signs are provided at Dublin, Cor1( and Shannon. 

But there's far more to our enterprise than meets the eye. Along with 
ctay-to-day airport maintenance and security, we're invotvod In lhe 

onormous task of planninljl and developmenllor the Mure, usin~ the 
latest t&choologies. The airports already accommodate over 4 million 

passengers a year. By 1990, Dublin a10ne may have to cope with 5.5 million. 

To manage, operate and develop our facilities and services, we 
employ more than 2,000 people. We even train airport personnel for 

other countries .. And we make major contributions to the national eeonomy. 

Our duty~free shops .and worldwide maii-order business earn over 
£20 million annually. Our kitchens produce [nfllghl meals for 12 
airlines at Shannon. And our inclusive tours bring In over 20,000 

extra visitors a year to Ireland. 

$0 despite our name, we don't Just run airports. We're an International 
business. A public service. Helping to make Ireland a special place 

to visit and to live. 

d!J~Giiii AirpOlfs 
Open gateways to the future. 
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treatment is (0 number consecutively and list them at the end of the 
article, although it is accepted that in some cases it will be simpler for 
the reader if they are given at the foot of the relevant page. 
6. References should be restricted to those necessary ;(0 sustain state
ments in the text or likely to be of value to general readers. They 
should give the author's name with initials or frrst name, title, publisher 
Of journal, date of publication and volume and page reference in the 
case of a journal article, as in the following examples: 
.Ronan Fanning The Irish Department of Finan ce 1922-58 (Dublin: 

IPA, 1978) pp. 30-35 
M. O'Donoghue 'Monetary policy' in J. A. Bristow & A. A. Tait (cds.) 

Economic Policy in Ireland (Dublin: IPA, 1968) pp. 86-101 
Denis G{cene 'Legal aspects of non-accidental injury to children' 

Administration 27,4 (1979) 460-474 -
7. If illustrations such as line-graphs are included in an article they 
should be submitted in finished form. 
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